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Jennie wrote:
<quoted text>
This is Jennie, you refer to me as daughter in-law. I was told about these posts and
just thought I would ease your mind that not every one runs around doing whatever
they want. I was ordained in 2006, and while yes there are many people in this world
who run around choosing to live life how it pleases them, I desire to please the
Father. I'm not sure what benefit it would be to anyone to be married by someone
who couldn't officiate a wedding.
I'm sure after reading some of these posts that someone will want to say things about
our family, but I'll tell you this..... Time is short and the Father is coming quickly, and
while I can see that it would be easy to be sucked into wanting to read, comment and
defend a thousand things on here, I just don't desire to spend my time that way.
There are so many people who still dont know the love of our Lord Jesus Christ, and
I would rather spend my time preaching the good news in these times than bickering.
I hope that you find some peace and are one day able to move on from whatever
hurt you and sent you to this site.

Jennie, you need to stop it. Its 2012. Tell me your not still rolling with this crowd. I
would say I feel sorry for you, but I cant. You have seen much over the years. Even
the Father that you pray to is shaking his head. For everyone else on this site, I was
once with this group of people, been to Silly Matthews place, been to Eddie "pimp
daddy" Dushbag place. Its not shocking that this type of stuff happens. That is who
they are. For the group that still follow these people, sometimes you have to go thru it
to get to the truth. Its a harsh understanding when your eyes are open, and it takes
time to recover. For the name calling of Eddie and Billy, its okay. They know exactly
what it is they are doing, cant plead ignorance. Andrew, and the truth will set you free.
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Its to bad it cost much.

Truth

Your Zip Code: 55330
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It is the truth that sets you free...well said Jason.

Lisa
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This is a horrible situation for all involved. It puts a cloud once again on "Christians" it
is embarrassing and offensive to "real" believers. I knew Bill and Mary Matthews, they
use to travel with my former pastor and would minister in our church from time to time.
This is just another sign that we are living in the last days as the Bible says: "Fathers
will turn against their sons", in the name of God. Bill, stop hiding behind the name of
GOD, this is all you, you have let your carnality take over and blind your judgement, I
suppose to you it is fine, because you really believe what you are doing is right, and if
you believe it than you are not lying, but, there is something definitely wrong on a
moral stand of what you did and continue to do especially to your own flesh and blood,
you should be ashamed of yourself and anyone else who supports these decisions
should check their spirit, it is wrong!!!
I have traveled with the Matthews' as a group, and have sat at the same dinner table
and ate with them, had conversation with Bill and the late Mary, and would have never
known what truly lied under this man's facade. A true wolf in sheep's clothing. Andrew,
I have never met you but I am praying for you and YOUR daughter that victory will
prevail on your behalf.
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Lisa wrote:
This is a horrible situation for all involved. It puts a cloud once again on "Christians" it
is embarrassing and offensive to "real" believers. I knew Bill and Mary Matthews,
they use to travel with my former pastor and would minister in our church from time
to time. This is just another sign that we are living in the last days as the Bible says:
"Fathers will turn against their sons", in the name of God. Bill, stop hiding behind the
name of GOD, this is all you, you have let your carnality take over and blind your
judgement, I suppose to you it is fine, because you really believe what you are doing
is right, and if you believe it than you are not lying, but, there is something definitely
wrong on a moral stand of what you did and continue to do especially to your own
flesh and blood, you should be ashamed of yourself and anyone else who supports
these decisions should check their spirit, it is wrong!!!
I have traveled with the Matthews' as a group, and have sat at the same dinner table
and ate with them, had conversation with Bill and the late Mary, and would have
never known what truly lied under this man's facade. A true wolf in sheep's clothing.
Andrew, I have never met you but I am praying for you and YOUR daughter that
victory will prevail on your behalf.

See from your location that you are located close to another of these 'wolves in
sheep's cloathing' who are self proclaimed 'DRs','Prophets', and 'Apostles', the leader
of the pack, Ed DuFresne. Just a couple of months until another of his big meetings in
your area.
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please wrote:
<quoted text>
I'm not sure if you are trying to clarify things but what you wrote makes absolutely no
sense

Cant stop laughing

Jason
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Praying for you wrote:
To the two ex-members of Genesis (Susie and ex member of Genesis) you seem to
have become so filled with offense you have completely forgotten the word.
Remember "judge not lest you be judged", there is no man perfect, no man that
hasn't been innocent but accused of being guilty a time or two in their life, no man
that has been guilty but said they were innocent a time or two in their life, no man
that hasn't apologized for their mistake but still been ridiculed for what they did, no
man is perfect, no pastor is perfect they just are called differently and have different
responsibilities. Have you ever noticed it's in mans nature to accuse someone of
doing wrong even though that person was just ignorant in that area.
We need to remember and not be distracted from the word, I'm sure the devil would
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love to get you so caught up in offense that you forget that one of the seven things
God hates is discord among the brethren, and yet here we are bashing the body of
Christ. No one is being helped.
You must ask the question, you attended the church with no issue never having a
complaint until you walk out the door, you go on trips, say "I love you pastor I'll never
leave God has called me here"," I
know that God has blessed me so that I can support the vision"; but remember
whatever we sow we shall reap, you should that someone doesn't open up a site and
begin to judge you for the wrongs you have committed in your lives, hypothetically
what if you were on disability but not reporting that you had opened a cleaning
business and were earning money, hypothetically what if you didn't keep your
business license current because you were collecting disability, or what if you built a
room in the back of your house and didn't get permits from the city to do so, or what if
you hired men to do work on your house an then didn't pay them, or what if you hired
contractors who had no license to work on your house, or hypothetically what if you
had marijuana in your home for medical purposes but were sharing with your family
illegally, or hypothetically what if you were on section 8 and weren't reporting your
income, or if you got married to a man who makes good money but didn't report the
changes to section 8???
Anything can be twisted and made to sound like it favors them, Iam sure the
alcoholic loves the verse that says Jesus first miracle was he turned water into wine.
I hope that someone doesn't turn all your mistakes into a public debate for all to see
and judge, or twist them into something that they are not. Or use your ignorance in
an area to fault you.
We must be very careful not to be lead away unknowingly, such as calling churches
a cult and saying it's witchcraft their being brainwashed, but what are you doing ?
Gossiping which is witchcraft.

First of all, shut the HELL in you, up. This junk you just typed, sounds like Ed Dufresne
sermon or one of his books. I'm not feeling one bit of fear, when I say this. Yeah we all
got things that we have done that were not proud of, even when we know right and
wrong. But the things that have gone on in these churches have gone on to long. Its
one thing to repent and ask for forgiveness. But they just keep going down the same
road, hurting the next victims. Bottom line is this, they are all self appointed pastors.
For surely God did not call them. Susie and ex member, go ahead and say it, and yell
it from the roof tops. Its not like you two are offended and talking trash. It seems to me
this stuff is going on world wide. Its time for us to link up, not to destroy the people
who are involved with this, but to expose the danger of this stuff.

knows better now
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Jason wrote:
<quoted text>First of all, shut the HELL in you, up. This junk you just typed, sounds
like Ed Dufresne sermon or one of his books. I'm not feeling one bit of fear, when I
say this. Yeah we all got things that we have done that were not proud of, even when
we know right and wrong. But the things that have gone on in these churches have
gone on to long. Its one thing to repent and ask for forgiveness. But they just keep
going down the same road, hurting the next victims. Bottom line is this, they are all
self appointed pastors. For surely God did not call them. Susie and ex member, go
ahead and say it, and yell it from the roof tops. Its not like you two are offended and
talking trash. It seems to me this stuff is going on world wide. Its time for us to link
up, not to destroy the people who are involved with this, but to expose the danger of
this stuff.

So right Jason. This is straight from Ed DuFresne. All these self appointed Drs. and
Apostles and Prophets use this same message to keep their control of others. The
Drs. DuFresne, Matthews, Powers, Jacobs, Webb, etc. are all self serving. It is time
for them to be exposed for what they really are, A bunch of ego maniac charletons.
Live the rich lifestyle and always scamming from those that can least afford it. Then
prey on the unsuspecting females in the 'church'.

Jason

:
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Man oh Man. Let the truth be told. Always wondered how a cult becomes a cult. Well I
don't no more. What happened in Waco Texas was real sad. How the people refused
to come out. What's real sad, is that its happening to a lot of people in churches
across this country, and its called brainwashed. Maybe there is no military, federal, or
local police outside your church doors on a loud speaker, commanding people to
come out. But there are those family, friends, and others who are yelling, GET OUT!
So Sad. When I was a member with this type of church, I saw much. Awful things. I
was in leadership, got to see things behind close doors. I was young in the faith. Just
wanted to do the right thing. Wanted my life as a husband and a father to be better.
Walked into a church door, to seek out Jesus. At first, it was all good. You see when
your naive to whats really going on, you don't know. So this is what happens: you lay
down your guard and began to trust the information that is being fed to you.{church
service}. You start to open yourself up. Mentally and spiritually. You make friends with
those who are members. The pastor and those who are in leadership began to keep
an eye on you. They want to see if you tithe and give offerings weekly. They introduce
you to the plan of {Ministry of Helps}. They promote you into some sort of leadership.
Before you know it you are in a relationship with these people. Then after awhile you
began to see things that you would question. But remember, your brainwashed not to
http://www.topix.com/forum/city/elk-river-mn/T4J44NU9EV8I605UV/p69
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question the leadership, if you do want to question some things, its the voice of the
enemy, they need to lay hands on you, cause your under attack from the devil. Your
under attack cause you have a strong call on your life. I want to throw up just typing
this stuff. As you keep company with this kind of people, it gets worse. I feel great now
that I am out, it took a toll on my personal life, went back to my old ways, when I first
left these churches. But I am Back and better, with my wife and kids. I know why I
went thru that awful time, the same reason why all you went thru it. Jesus told us,
Beware. I hope this helps someone.

calling all Saints
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Jason wrote:
Man oh Man. Let the truth be told. Always wondered how a cult becomes a cult. Well
I don't no more. What happened in Waco Texas was real sad. How the people
refused to come out. What's real sad, is that its happening to a lot of people in
churches across this country, and its called brainwashed. Maybe there is no military,
federal, or local police outside your church doors on a loud speaker, commanding
people to come out. But there are those family, friends, and others who are yelling,
GET OUT! So Sad. When I was a member with this type of church, I saw much.
Awful things. I was in leadership, got to see things behind close doors. I was young
in the faith. Just wanted to do the right thing. Wanted my life as a husband and a
father to be better. Walked into a church door, to seek out Jesus. At first, it was all
good. You see when your naive to whats really going on, you don't know. So this is
what happens: you lay down your guard and began to trust the information that is
being fed to you.{church service}. You start to open yourself up. Mentally and
spiritually. You make friends with those who are members. The pastor and those who
are in leadership began to keep an eye on you. They want to see if you tithe and give
offerings weekly. They introduce you to the plan of {Ministry of Helps}. They promote
you into some sort of leadership. Before you know it you are in a relationship with
these people. Then after awhile you began to see things that you would question. But
remember, your brainwashed not to question the leadership, if you do want to
question some things, its the voice of the enemy, they need to lay hands on you,
cause your under attack from the devil. Your under attack cause you have a strong
call on your life. I want to throw up just typing this stuff. As you keep company with
this kind of people, it gets worse. I feel great now that I am out, it took a toll on my
personal life, went back to my old ways, when I first left these churches. But I am
Back and better, with my wife and kids. I know why I went thru that awful time, the
same reason why all you went thru it. Jesus told us, Beware. I hope this helps
someone.

Well said Jason. I hate that you had to go through what you did at the hands of these
'Men of God' but I am glad to know I was not the only one that has been taken in and
manipulated by these DRs. I too went through a rough period when I left the 'church'
but I found a real church that teaches the principles of Christ and does care about the
sinner, not the money. I am still hesitant to let my guard down and truly trust any 'man
of God' but I know true Christians are there and I know my Lord and Saviour. These
bottom feeder scumbags will get what is coming to them but they are taking so many
otheres with them. I feel sorry for the women and children of these churches.

keeping it real
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It's so funny how Bill Matthews and his small weak band of followers continue to hide
behind the pulpit and in the walls of that church (the one he stole and refinanced so
him and his daughter wife can live there extravagant lifestyle) so true that God will be
the judge, I do feel sad for those that choose to feed there own ego by staying there
and getting there ears tickled just as long as they pay money to the church. It's pretty
interesting when u see that even a judge decided it was unhealthy for Drews daughter
to attend dollar bills school. #getaclue

Lol

Friday Dec 7
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I don't know why people here think they have an extravagant lifestyle. They don't own
their own houses, all the cars they drive are cars they are trying to sell and are on
notes from the bank. Their everyday life is hard labor at a greasy, run down shop. It is
back breaking dirty work. Dollar Bill has to beg from the pulpit every service just to pay
all the debt. He might as well be sitting on a street corner with his hat held out, it would
be just as glamorous. I don't know about you but I don't envy their life at all. If I was
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Dollar Bill at over 60 years old I would be pretty depressed to look at my broken life.
He has a felony charge, not much for earthly possessions, he is leaving a legacy of
shame, a family that he destroyed. The "friends" he thinks he has talk bad about him
behind his back and only stay with him because he gives them offerings and he let's
them beg in his pulpit. He had to brain wash his daughter in law into marrying him and
she probably throws up a little every night. They preach that you will know men by
their fruit. They look like a bunch of rotten fruit. They are reaping some of what they
have sewn and I would say the worst is yet to come.

former follower

Saturday Dec 8
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Lol wrote:
I don't know why people here think they have an extravagant lifestyle. They don't
own their own houses, all the cars they drive are cars they are trying to sell and are
on notes from the bank. Their everyday life is hard labor at a greasy, run down shop.
It is back breaking dirty work. Dollar Bill has to beg from the pulpit every service just
to pay all the debt. He might as well be sitting on a street corner with his hat held out,
it would be just as glamorous. I don't know about you but I don't envy their life at all.
If I was Dollar Bill at over 60 years old I would be pretty depressed to look at my
broken life. He has a felony charge, not much for earthly possessions, he is leaving a
legacy of shame, a family that he destroyed. The "friends" he thinks he has talk bad
about him behind his back and only stay with him because he gives them offerings
and he let's them beg in his pulpit. He had to brain wash his daughter in law into
marrying him and she probably throws up a little every night. They preach that you
will know men by their fruit. They look like a bunch of rotten fruit. They are reaping
some of what they have sewn and I would say the worst is yet to come.

'Dr" Bill may not live an exxtravagant lifestyle now because of all his other problems. I
think a lot of the reference to extravagant lifestyles is aimed at the socalled DRs such
as DuFresne, Powers, Jacobs, Webb, etc. and Dr Bill at one time. Yes Bill should be
living in a life of shame but he is too much an ego maniac, self serving, scum to feel
any shame. And that daughter in law wife is just a slut, proven by her actions. Yeah
Bill should never have approached his then daughter in law but she was a willing
participant and old Bill should be watching her closely because she may be
'counseling' some of the younger men in the church about how to 'please thier wives'.
This is a sick group, as is most of the followers of the 'Fresh Oil' group. Look at the
leader DuFresne's past, both ED's and Nancy's. And Powers is no better. Great
examples of Christians, men and women of God.

Great and terrible days

Monday Dec 10
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former follower wrote:
<quoted text> 'Dr" Bill may not live an exxtravagant lifestyle now because of all his
other problems. I think a lot of the reference to extravagant lifestyles is aimed at the
socalled DRs such as DuFresne, Powers, Jacobs, Webb, etc. and Dr Bill at one time.
Yes Bill should be living in a life of shame but he is too much an ego maniac, self
serving, scum to feel any shame. And that daughter in law wife is just a slut, proven
by her actions. Yeah Bill should never have approached his then daughter in law but
she was a willing participant and old Bill should be watching her closely because she
may be 'counseling' some of the younger men in the church about how to 'please
thier wives'. This is a sick group, as is most of the followers of the 'Fresh Oil' group.
Look at the leader DuFresne's past, both ED's and Nancy's. And Powers is no better.
Great examples of Christians, men and women of God.

If bill would stop spending the churches money on his ridculasly expensive trips all the
time and start putting the money where it belongs like on their bills and to help the
members and hey what about reaching out into the community and winning the lost
they may not be in such mess! But as we know it is far more important to feed egos
and "look" and "sound" like your prosperous than it is to do the Lords work! The only
winner here is the devil these last days are filling up with many who once believed with
all their heart but were taken for everything they had and are beginning to fall away. It
may be difficult but we have to fight our way back to when we were first told the truth
in the scriptures...forget about the mess keep our eyes on His coming!! HE IS
COMING SOON HOLD FAST AND GRAB AS MANY PEOPLE AS YOU CAN TO
COME WITH!

Elk River Mallard
Since: Feb 12
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Albertville, MN
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Great and terrible days wrote:
<quoted text>
hey what about reaching out into the community and winning the lost they may not
be in such mess!

Actually, in Bill's case, I would rather that he left the community alone. If it was a
healthy ministry, I would be all for it "reaching out into the community", but in the case
of Solid Rock, it is better that they keep their hands off of the community, lest they do
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more damage and bring more shame to the gospel of the Christ.

Eyes To See
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Hoogenboom was seen with a slim short blond female at a high school football game
without his wife in Tucson, Arizona. His wife is said to have moved back to Indiana. It
is unknown if they are still married. Hoogenboom is preaching from a small store front
with 10 people attending.

The Ol
Wagonmaster

Wednesday
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Sounds like gratuitous gossip to me, Eyes. Where is this storefront?
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out on the lone prairee

True Messenger
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Eyes To See wrote:
Hoogenboom was seen with a slim short blond female at a high school football game
without his wife in Tucson, Arizona. His wife is said to have moved back to Indiana. It
is unknown if they are still married. Hoogenboom is preaching from a small store
front with 10 people attending.

is it the same blond female that leads worship at his church servances? Rumors were
always flying about him and her ever since he opened the doors in Tucson.

Eyes To See
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The Ol Wagonmaster wrote:
Sounds like gratuitous gossip to me, Eyes. Where is this storefront?

Call it what you want..Hawaiian Restaurant Harrison and Golf Links - In the Big Lots
shopping Center

Question
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Why is hoogenboom in Tucson And his wife is somewhere else? Didn't he come from
Indiana ? Why doesn't he go back there? Who is this blond chick anyways. Is she why
he is staying in Tucson?

Repentance
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According to the Book of Enoch, the watchers were sent to the earth to teach mankind
and ended up lusting after the women and fell. Demons have been roaming rampant
since the beginning of time tempting man with the beauty of women. Without
repentance and deliverance, the demons will lay dormant inside their victims, both
pastors and laypeople alike. The men being spoken about on this blog sound very
much like they are under a demonic influence because of a female! Wake up guys!
You need deliverance!
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Austin, TX

Calling all Saints wrote:
<quoted text> In addition to DR DuFresne and DR Matthew, might want to check out
DR Mike Jacobs - Indiana, DR Scott Webb - Birmingham, AL, DR Ricky Edwards Pawnee, OK, DR [Apostle] Jimmy Powers ministries, just for starters.

I dont need starters- Im well into checking the academic credentials on a dozen of
these guys anyways- any info On the guys mentioned in my blog would be
appreciated, but more specifically Ed Dufresne for now- Thanks

Jobs from Indeed
Restaurant Team Member Crew
Chipotle Mexican Grill - Maple Grove, MN

Customer Service Director
Uline Shipping Supplies - United States

Hourly Associate
Panera Bread Company - Plymouth, MN

EPDM System Administrator
Daikin McQuay - Plymouth, MN

former follower

Mar 16, 2013

#1489 |
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Davenport, IA

Calling all Saints wrote:
<quoted text> In addition to DR DuFresne and DR Matthew, might want to check out
DR Mike Jacobs - Indiana, DR Scott Webb - Birmingham, AL, DR Ricky Edwards Pawnee, OK, DR [Apostle] Jimmy Powers ministries, just for starters.

they probably got their degrees from same place as Eddie DuFresne

Case Manager
North Memorial Healthcare - Robbinsdale, MN

Concurrent Inpatient Coder...
Lakeview Hospital,... - Minnesota

Maintenance Technician
Valley Village Apartments - Golden Valley, MN

Skippy

Mar 28, 2013

#1490 |
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Steve Simpson wrote:
<quoted text>
I dont need starters- Im well into checking the academic credentials on a dozen of
these guys anyways- any info On the guys mentioned in my blog would be
appreciated, but more specifically Ed Dufresne for now- Thanks

Add Dr. Chris Cody Cody at World Harvest Church Paducah to your list
www.whcpaducah.com . He just returned from a trip with Dr. Ed.

blessed in birmingham

Collections Credit Specialist
CFMOTO Powersports, Inc. - Plymouth, MN

Benton, KY

Apr 2, 2013

#1491 |
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Don't know all the story on Matthews, but I do know alot about Dufresne. Apparently
Dufresne has alot of low class friends. He was involved in Scott Webb's church
split/scandal - Scott's son David was youth pastor & molested a teenage girl. When
the scandal finally broke, David & his wife & 2 little boys fled to the sanctuary of Ed
Dufresne. The law finally caught up with David at Ed's church in CA. & took him back
to Alabama to face charges. He is in jail, but only got 5 years & will be out soon. All
along he & his father& Scott maintained innocence, although David testified in court
that he was guilty. David's wife came back to Alabama for a little while, but recently
moved to CA in preparation of David getting out of jail. Scott's mother has sold her
house in AL & has moved to CA too. Scott trying to sell his home but hasn't sold yet.
Scott just gave the church building back to the bank to avoid foreclosure & told his
church that he was led of God to get out of debt & sold it to an "investment"
company(see the spin). He also told the church God "promoted" him to a world wide
ministry & he turned the church over to someone else. The Webb family can't stay in
AL anymore because everyone is on to them. So they are all relocating to CA with the
help of ED. Ed & Scott both believe anything they do is ok and never unrighteous.
Their egos are amazing. Sounds like Matthews is just like them.

Lol

Apr 2, 2013
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Elk River, MN
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blessed in birmingham wrote:
Don't know all the story on Matthews, but I do know alot about Dufresne. Apparently
Dufresne has alot of low class friends. He was involved in Scott Webb's church
split/scandal - Scott's son David was youth pastor & molested a teenage girl. When
the scandal finally broke, David & his wife & 2 little boys fled to the sanctuary of Ed
Dufresne. The law finally caught up with David at Ed's church in CA. & took him back
to Alabama to face charges. He is in jail, but only got 5 years & will be out soon. All
along he & his father& Scott maintained innocence, although David testified in court
that he was guilty. David's wife came back to Alabama for a little while, but recently
moved to CA in preparation of David getting out of jail. Scott's mother has sold her
house in AL & has moved to CA too. Scott trying to sell his home but hasn't sold yet.
Scott just gave the church building back to the bank to avoid foreclosure & told his
church that he was led of God to get out of debt & sold it to an "investment"
company(see the spin). He also told the church God "promoted" him to a world wide
ministry & he turned the church over to someone else. The Webb family can't stay in
AL anymore because everyone is on to them. So they are all relocating to CA with
the help of ED. Ed & Scott both believe anything they do is ok and never
unrighteous. Their egos are amazing. Sounds like Matthews is just like them.

Click for news, events and info in Elk River

Wow! Absolutely disgusting although it shouldn't surprise me. Think about it, would
these guys actually want friends with high morals and integrity? That would only make
them feel guilty about all the nasty things they do and use God's name as a cover up.
You are who you surround yourself with. I bet we could find dirt on every "Dr" and
"pastor" in their circle. I wish the followers would google and do their homework first. I
won't visit a church anymore without checking out the pastor's reputation online first.

inside info

Apr 3, 2013
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United States
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1

1

Steve Simpson wrote:
<quoted text>
Where and when did you hear this story, and from whom?

In the service where Ingolf Schmidt presented the degree to Bill is where I heard it was
from the same place as Ed's degree.

former follower

Apr 6, 2013
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Davenport, IA

Judged:

2

1

1

Webb. Matthews. Powers. Rojas. Jacobs. Edwards. ALL from same cut, just like
DuFresne. Use the word of God to live a lavish life style, womanize, and justify
anything they do. Self serving, ego maniacs. So bad that so many innocent people get
hurt by these lowlifes.

Calling all Saints

Apr 8, 2013
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Oregon, WI
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blessed in birmingham wrote:
Don't know all the story on Matthews, but I do know alot about Dufresne. Apparently
Dufresne has alot of low class friends. He was involved in Scott Webb's church
split/scandal - Scott's son David was youth pastor & molested a teenage girl. When
the scandal finally broke, David & his wife & 2 little boys fled to the sanctuary of Ed
Dufresne. The law finally caught up with David at Ed's church in CA. & took him back
to Alabama to face charges. He is in jail, but only got 5 years & will be out soon. All
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along he & his father& Scott maintained innocence, although David testified in court
that he was guilty. David's wife came back to Alabama for a little while, but recently
moved to CA in preparation of David getting out of jail. Scott's mother has sold her
house in AL & has moved to CA too. Scott trying to sell his home but hasn't sold yet.
Scott just gave the church building back to the bank to avoid foreclosure & told his
church that he was led of God to get out of debt & sold it to an "investment"
company(see the spin). He also told the church God "promoted" him to a world wide
ministry & he turned the church over to someone else. The Webb family can't stay in
AL anymore because everyone is on to them. So they are all relocating to CA with
the help of ED. Ed & Scott both believe anything they do is ok and never
unrighteous. Their egos are amazing. Sounds like Matthews is just like them.

Typical of the DuFresne following. Each of these 'DRs.' go from congregation to
congregation extolling the virtues of DuFresne and each other, all the while
encouraging the 'sheep' to give more and more and to support the 'shepherds'. Seems
the 'shepherds' sure do a good job watching out for the flock and protecting them.
Powers, Ramos, Noel, Webb, Edwards, etc. etc. etc. all a bunch of self righteous
scum.

Using an iPhone?
Keep the Topix forums in your pocket
with the new, free Topix App.

DAILY HOROSCOPE FOR MAY 18
Sagittarius
Is someone wanting to prove a point and show what a
free spirit they can be? Today, they could get involved
with someone who's in complete contrast to their own
personality or who everyone decides is wildly
unsuitable as a prospective partner. The more anyone
protests about this, the more determined this person
will be to follow their heart. So keep quiet!

Get your Horoscope »
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Calling all Saints wrote:
<quoted text> Powers, Ramos, Noel, Webb, Edwards, etc. etc. etc. all a bunch of self
righteous scum.

I have occasionally watched some of them on the Solid Rock podcast. I have seen
Dufresne, Powers and Edwards. In addition to everything else, I have noticed that their
grammar is terrible.

Alexandra

Apr 9, 2013
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Minneapolis, MN

Judged:
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World Harvest Church wrote:
Hello,
My name is Dr. Ed Dufresne, Pastor of World Harvest Church in Murrieta, CA. Pastor
Bill Matthews has been a very good friend of mine for many years. Bill came to me a
short while after his wife, Mary passed away and asked for my blessing to marry
Lorena, Andrew, his sons ex-wife at the time. After he explained to me the situation I
agreed to marry them at my church. And at the time I believed it was the right
decision. Later finding out many undisclosed details, I regrettably did so give my
blessing and marrying, Bill and Lorena. Had I known what I do know now I would
have informed Pastor Bill not to marry Lorena. There was a time I personally have
dealt with the difficulties of a similar situation, pertaining to myself. I believe the Devil
tempts a Prophet of God more so than the average man. That being said I have an
idea of the temptations he is facing. The decision to marry these two has caused me
much grief in my congregation, as well as in my personal life. It's something I am
responsible for and need to live with. I don't know all the circumstances of Bills recent
charge, nor is it any of my business. I do want to point something out I believe.
Pastor Bill was a good man at one time and I do believe that he still has the strength
to be a man of God once again. He has obviously made some serious poor decisions
through the past few years and I hope he will look to the Lord to help find his way
once again. My prayers are with Pastor Bill and all the Matthews children.
Dr. Ed Dufresne

Dr. Ed Dufresne This situation is more of moral standards in the family. God does not
allowed this such of pain to your own son. This what he did to his son Andy betrayed
him. Is up to God to judge that situation. Yes it was a poor desition, what is going to
happen to that poor little sweet girl Natalia? God is pure love The bible is book of life,
the truth and the only way. God blessed this hurt family the Mathews...

unknown to u

Apr 14, 2013
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Rev Edward G Palmer wrote:
I took the time to read "The Sociopath Next Door" by Martha Stout, Ph.D as
recommended on this blog. I would personally recommend getting a copy and
reading it for everyone who has been hurt by Dr. Bill Matthews' ministry and
especially those hurt directly by Dr. Bill Matthews. It will help you understand the Bill
Matthews you are dealing with.
The book accurately describes Dr. Bill Matthews. The most striking attribute aside
from his wanting a total control over everyone's life is the total lack of
remorselessness and the fact that as a sociopath, he has no conscious. In essence,
Dr. Bill Matthews does what he wants to do regardless of the impact it has on
anyone's life. The reason? He simply feels no true emotional connection to anyone
that would cause him to think differently beyond what he personally wants. In his
mind, he does not even recognize the pain that he has caused. That's why he will act
"as if" nothing has ever happened AFTER he has caused a lot of damage. It is the
ultimate evil to have no conscious about hurting people. That is precisely why he
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needs to be held accountable by the authorities for the crimes he has committed. It is
the only way to stop him or slow him down and cause him to rethink his life.
I write this note to reinforce the teaching on forgiveness I offered earlier on this blog.
You cannot forgive someone who sins against you unless they repent. LUKE 17:3-4.
Therefore, the solution to the issue of avoiding bitterness is to truly set the matter
aside and allow God to deal with whatever Dr. Bill Matthews has done to you and
your family. This is especially important when dealing with a sociopath. You need to
simply step aside emotionally in life and give the matter to God, as it will be a literal
cold day in hell before the sociopath attempts to make amends and say "I'm sorry, I
was wrong."
This does not excuse us from warning others so keep blogging, but it is important
NOT to carry a grudge. To carry a grudge allows $Bill to live rent free in your head.
Better the other way around as you give the issue to God and unemotionally help the
authorities deal with Bill's crimes.
Andy raised an important issue of talking to God yourself. In Stout's book, she
explains that in testing it was found that 67% of the people would unquestionably
follow someone they felt was in authority on any type of issue. When Bill teaches that
God is telling him something, he reinforces his spiritual authority over people.
However, this only works if they don't read Scripture.
#1 - God is NOT going to tell anyone something that goes against HIS Holy Word. To
believe this means you are listening to a liar. God does not change. Malachi 3:6 "For
I am the LORD, I do not change." There are countless examples of where Dr. Bill
Matthews taught directly against Holy Scripture. The most evil example is the idea
that God told him he could marry Lorena. It teaches directly against Lev 18:15.
#2 - One of the greatest gifts of our Lord Jesus Christ was the destruction of all the
spiritual authority that stood between you and God HIMSELF. Not even Jesus stands
between you and God Almighty. Jesus is a mediator IF you need one. He is not an
intermediary like Moses was. So Andy is correct, you can go directly to God yourself
and dialog with HIM.
IF Bill says "God told me this about you." -- You should say, "When HE tells me, I'll
believe it!"
Jesus said: "At that time you won't need to ask me for anything. The truth is, you can
go directly to the FATHER [GOD] and ask HIM, and HE will grant your request
because you use my name. You haven't done this before. Ask, using my name, and
you will receive, and you will have abundant joy." John 16:23-24 NLT
Now, if everyone still at Solid Rock Church understood what Andy, Mindy and Emily
understand; that no one stands between you and God! Well, there would be no one
left to support $Bill's evil.

FALSE PROPHET.

inside info
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unknown to u wrote:
<quoted text>
FALSE PROPHET.

If you follow Bill, you have no clue what a false prophet is!

Nerdy McNerdy Pants
Norfolk, VA

Nerdy McNerdy Pants

Apr 15, 2013

#1501 |
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This really needs to be put to rest so those with meaningful lives can move on. On a
lighter note, Twins season started. Woooooooohoooooo!
Apr 15, 2013
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Norfolk, VA

Judged:

1

I was trying to inject a little humor. I wasn't shunned, I merely lacked follow through
and I was nerdy. The thing with high school girls is that once they realize they're
hot...they walk with more confidence which makes all the boys crush even more. No
reason to apologize by the way and beating yourself up isn't cool. Every guy in church
liked you girls which must of been incredibly difficult to deal with. Chin up, enjoy your
new lives and take care of your families. Peace, love, soul train!
Emily wrote:
<quoted text>
I'm not sure who wrote this but I am so sorry I shunned you!! I was a very different
person back then- at times snotty and self righteous. I feel like a friendlier and
happier person now. I see that church breeding many self righteous people. It
sounds like we have both changed for the better since leaving there. Thank you for
the compliment about my family. My hubby and 3 kids are my favorite people in the
world! I'm glad you are doing great too!
On another note- thank you to all of you on here that have showed your support for
Andy, Mindy, and I. This has been an eye opening situation for me. I have grown as
a person and I am very happy with the path my life has taken. God really can take
something bad and turn it for good. In the death of my mom I was able to find the
truth.

former follower
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World Harvest Church wrote:
Hello,
My name is Dr. Ed Dufresne, Pastor of World Harvest Church in Murrieta, CA. Pastor
Bill Matthews has been a very good friend of mine for many years. Bill came to me a
short while after his wife, Mary passed away and asked for my blessing to marry
Lorena, Andrew, his sons ex-wife at the time. After he explained to me the situation I
agreed to marry them at my church. And at the time I believed it was the right
decision. Later finding out many undisclosed details, I regrettably did so give my
blessing and marrying, Bill and Lorena. Had I known what I do know now I would
have informed Pastor Bill not to marry Lorena. There was a time I personally have
dealt with the difficulties of a similar situation, pertaining to myself. I believe the Devil
tempts a Prophet of God more so than the average man. That being said I have an
idea of the temptations he is facing. The decision to marry these two has caused me
much grief in my congregation, as well as in my personal life. It's something I am
responsible for and need to live with. I don't know all the circumstances of Bills recent
charge, nor is it any of my business. I do want to point something out I believe.
Pastor Bill was a good man at one time and I do believe that he still has the strength
to be a man of God once again. He has obviously made some serious poor decisions
through the past few years and I hope he will look to the Lord to help find his way
once again. My prayers are with Pastor Bill and all the Matthews children.
Dr. Ed Dufresne

Say what you want and try to make excuses for you and Bill Matthews But Dr ED you
know there are no circumstances that would justify a man marrying his son's wife while
his son is still alive. Sex was the issue, Bill looked upon another man's wife (his
son's)with lust and desire and he found ways to justify what he and she did. YOU,
PROPHET that you are, was a part of their sin. Live with it and make excuses like you
do to justify everything you and your select ones do. Your ex wife and her kids were
hurt because you couldn't keep it in your pants, just like Matthews and Webb and
countless others. Just a thought for you, keep in mind that as you keep getting older
that attractive younger wife of yours can use your same words, scriptures, and
excuses to find her someone to councel her and take care of her needs, maybe she
already has. Watch the way Trevor looks at her and she at him.

Elk River Mallard
Albertville, MN

Elk River Mallard

Saturday Apr 20
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@ Former Follower: I don't think that post was written by Dufresne. I can't imagine
who wrote it, but I am convinced that it is fake.

Saturday Apr 20

#1505 |
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Albertville, MN

Elk River Mallard wrote:
I watched some of the service on live-stream last night. If my understanding is
correct, Matthews and Dufresne both believe that healing is a sure thing. If it is, it
makes me wonder why they both need to wear glasses.

I might be able to answer my own question now. I watched the live-stream of a recent
service. I don’t remember if it was a Sunday or Wednesday night.“Dr.” Matthews was
teaching on healing. Almost everything he said was based on experience, not
scripture. One of the things he said was that his eyesight had been completely healed,
but then he began to doubt the healing and the eyesight went bad again. That made
me think: Do you suppose that Bill reads this forum and saw my post? Could that be
the reason for the explanation?
Bill, if you are reading this forum, I want you to know that my prayer for you is that you
would repent, really repent, of all your sin and come to Jesus for forgiveness and
salvation. Your list of sins is long. You need to repent and come to Jesus.

former follower

Saturday Apr 20
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Davenport, IA
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Elk River Mallard wrote:
@ Former Follower: I don't think that post was written by Dufresne. I can't imagine
who wrote it, but I am convinced that it is fake.

@Elk River Mallard: Maybe Dr Ed wrote it, maybe not. Doesn't change fact that he did
approve of the marriage and performed the ceremony. It does sound like something
he would say attempting to justify his own actions. What makes you think it is fake?
Just wondering.

former follower

Saturday Apr 20
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inside info wrote:
<quoted text>
If you follow Bill, you have no clue what a false prophet is!

totally agree. Don't know who they were referring to as a FALSE PROPHET though.
DuFresne, Matthews, Webb, Rojas, Powers, Jacobs, Edwards, etc. Name anyone in
the DuFresne cult.
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former follower wrote:
<quoted text>@Elk River Mallard: Maybe Dr Ed wrote it, maybe not. Doesn't change
fact that he did approve of the marriage and performed the ceremony. It does sound
like something he would say attempting to justify his own actions. What makes you
think it is fake? Just wondering.

The reasons that I suspect it to be fake: The location from which it was posted. I
haven't gone back to look at it today, but as I remember it was somewhere local. Do
you remember what number post it was? The other reason is that Matthews has not
repented of anything and Dufresne still comes and does preaching at Solid Rock as
though nothing is wrong. There is something wrong with anyone who knows the
situation in that church and comes there and preaches as though nothing was wrong.
IOW, Durfresne and Matthews are still in very close fellowship. The whole thing just
looks suspicious to me. I don't know who or why anyone would fake it, but I have
doubts that it was Dufresne who wrote it. I know that I could be wrong, but it just
doesn't seem like something that he would do
Yes, he did do the marriage and that is disgusting. He needs to repent, really repent.
IMO, that repentance would include getting out of the ministry.
I do not trust Dufresne or any preacher that says, "Give money to my ministry and God
will give money to you". There is no greater conflict of interest. Both Dufresne and
Matthews need to repent of that abomination. Actually, every preacher that comes to
Solid Rock needs to repent of that.
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Oregon, WI
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2

Elk River Mallard wrote:
<quoted text>
I hope so.

Would be the best thing that ever happened for most of the congregation. They will
never leave Dr Bill on their own. But if finances force it to close maybe they will find a
real pastor, someone that cares for them instead of only for himself.
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Find my Match
Get it right wrote:
Ed Dufresne is NOT a doctor. He uses a phony honorary doctorate to feed his pride
and flatter his very inflated ego You can get honorary doctorates just about
anywhere. Why do people continue to buy into his 'doctor' title and address him as
such? Yeah, and bill matthews is a doctor too. Notice the similarities in pride and ego
between these two. Sheesh!

Elk River Jobs

Any Info as to where he has his degree from??

Steve Simpson
Kalispell, MT

Stubby

Mar 11, 2013

#1468 |

Judge it! | Report Abuse | Reply »

Any Info as to where DuFresne claims a degree from? Would be better to have the
facts so I cn judge for myself. Any info would be appreciated
Mar 11, 2013

#1469 |
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Truck Driver - Company Over The Road. We...
Elk River, MN

Beulah, ND
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This is the bio from Ed's own website. Nothing in here mentioning education:
Dr. Ed Dufresne is a bold and compassionate minister with over 47 years in the
ministry. In 1971, God put a tangible healing anointing in Dr. Dufresne’s right hand,
and since then he has traveled over 11 million air miles carrying that healing anointing
to this generation.

Beulah, ND

AT&T Sr Product Marketing Manager
Minneapolis, MN
Sales Associate SOMA 5210 RsdleCtr Rsevle
Roseville, MN
Maintenance Technician Job
Elk River, MN

In 1999, Dr. Ed Dufresne had a vision of heaven, and at that time God gave him an
endowment to kill cancer. Since then, there have been an increased number of
dramatic healings from cancer recorded.

Diagnostic Radiologic Technologist...
Minneapolis, MN

It has been said of Dr. Dufresne that he has a unique ability to draw the anointings and
gifts out of ministers. His Campmeetings and Conferences draw ministers from around
the globe who desire to receive impartations through this man of God whose ministry
is earmarked by the moving of the Holy Spirit.

keywords

Dr. Dufresne's heavenly assignment has been enlarged in this decade to go to the
nations. With a heart for the harvest, Dr. Dufresne travels extensively encouraging the
Body of Christ to get ready for the last days move of the Holy Spirit, which will usher in
the harvest and mark the return of the Lord!

Stubby

Truck Driver School Manager
Elk River, MN

Mar 11, 2013

#1470 |

Judge it! | Report Abuse | Reply »

One of the things these "pastors" in this club do is bestow honorary doctorate degrees
on each other. I suppose if you have been around for a while, have a decent size
church, a few grey hairs, and possibly kick enough money up to the leadership you get
your degree.
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Impartations? That sounds like Sylvia Browne.

City

Elk River

State

Stubby

Mar 11, 2013
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Beulah, ND

Judged:

ELK RIVER NEWS, EVENTS & INFO

1

In doing some reading Independent Fundamentalist Baptists (IFB), another group that
could be considered a cult, do the same thing with awarding these phony degrees.
The IFB are very legalistic, King James only, soul winning, tradition oriented
fundamentalists. The specific details might be different but the dynamics are similar to
what we see with churches like Solid Rock. Blame the victim, it is the hidden sin in
your life that is the problem, sex scandals, don't question your pastor, appearance is
what is important, and leadership seems to be above the rules that they impose on
everyone else.

Steve Simpson
Kalispell, MT

Mar 11, 2013

#1473 |

Click for news, events and info in Elk River

Judge it! | Report Abuse | Reply »

Ive been tracking all these guys and their degrees for some time now. Just want some
specifics on Dufresne. Not willing to state an unsubstantiated opinion, just want facts.
If I can substaintiate anything Im adding it to my blog- check out this link
http://2falseprophets.wordpress.com/2011/11/2...

Shakin my head

Mar 12, 2013
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1

1
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Sheesh Steve...YOU can call yourself a 'Doctor'. ANYBODY can. yeah, that's it...that's
the ticket!...Dr Steve! See how easy it is? Now just keep repeating it over and over to
everyone you meet. Pretty soon they all call ya Dr Steve! Magic!
That's how Wild Eddy got to be 'Dr' DuFresne
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Tucson, AZ

Barbara wrote:
Sorry, UDI means undocumented immigrants. But, they're individuals too!

So are bank robbers. They're "individuals too!". Stop this nonsense about those who
wish to be lawbreakers and destroy our autonomy. Quit trying to give our hard-fought
freedoms. "Abre nuestros ojos, Señor!"

Lol
Albertville, MN

Steve Simpson

Mar 13, 2013
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There is a German pastor named Ingolf Schmidt who did the ceremony of the Dr
degrees for both Dufresne and Matthews if I'm not mistaken. If you google him maybe
you would find more documentation on where these fake titles come from
Mar 13, 2013
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Kalispell, MT

Get it right wrote:
Ed Dufresne is NOT a doctor. He uses a phony honorary doctorate to feed his pride
and flatter his very inflated ego You can get honorary doctorates just about
anywhere. Why do people continue to buy into his 'doctor' title and address him as
such? Yeah, and bill matthews is a doctor too. Notice the similarities in pride and ego
between these two. Sheesh!

You say that Ed Dufresne has a honorary Doctorate- I have been trying to find where
its from. Do you have any info??

ELK RIVER NEWS
Tom Knapp Dies: World Record-Breaking Shooter
Central Minnesota Arts Board schedules 2 hearin...
Car crashes into motel in Elk River; driver inj...
Car crashes into apartment in Elk River
More Elk River News from Topix »
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I have honorary religous degrees I will ceremoniously bestow on you! It can be yours
for one low price of $100 after which you can start calling yourself Doctor. Please
allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
Dogberts Honorary Degrees Emporium and Smoke Shop
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Newark, NJ

Steve Simpson wrote:
<quoted text>
You say that Ed Dufresne has a honorary Doctorate- I have been trying to find where
its from. Do you have any info??

According to "doctor" Matthews himself, having been nominated by Dr. Ingolf Schmidt
of Germany and Dr. Ed Dufresne of California. The degree was awarded by the
School of Bible Theology Seminary and University in San Jacinto, California.

Steve Simpson
Kalispell, MT

Calling all Saints

Mar 14, 2013
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I know about Matthews degree- Are you saying that Bill Matthews himself has stated
that Dufresne got his from San Jacinto as well?
Mar 16, 2013

#1482 |

Judge it! | Report Abuse | Reply »

DAILY HOROSCOPE FOR MAY 18
Virgo
Matters of the heart take an unexpected turn today.
You might be strongly attracted to someone you've
never looked at twice until now, or you could fall for
someone who's much older or younger than you. If
you're already involved in a relationship, either you or
your partner will want to make it more exciting and
spontaneous. Is this a suggestion that will go down
well?

Get your Horoscope »

Oregon, WI
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The senior pastor of Solid Rock Church, William “Bill” Matthews, was honored with the
degree of Doctorate of Divinity on September 11, 2007. This honorary degree reflects
the highest esteem for his consistent Christian lifestyle, his love for God and humanity,
and for his uncompromising ministry of the eternal verities of the Holy Bible. Having
been nominated by Dr. Ingolf Schmidt of Germany and Dr. Ed Dufresne of California.
The degree was awarded by the School of Bible Theology Seminary and University in
San Jacinto, California.
This was copied from Solid Rock website. Our Pastor tab.
Also noticed the 'In 1982, he moved to Michigan and worked for Jimmy Swaggart
Ministries as an area representative. After completing his Bible School education, he
was ordained as a minister.' Note his connection to Jimmy Swaggart Ministries. Big
influence. All these charlatons are self serving ego-maniacs.

Calling all Saints
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Worth checking out the 'Accredidations' for their schools etc. All part of the same
scam...
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Oregon, WI

Steve Simpson wrote:
Ive been tracking all these guys and their degrees for some time now. Just want
some specifics on Dufresne. Not willing to state an unsubstantiated opinion, just want
facts. If I can substaintiate anything Im adding it to my blog- check out this link
http://2falseprophets.wordpress.com/2011/11/2...

In addition to DR DuFresne and DR Matthew, might want to check out DR Mike
Jacobs - Indiana, DR Scott Webb - Birmingham, AL, DR Ricky Edwards - Pawnee,
OK, DR [Apostle] Jimmy Powers ministries, just for starters.

inside info
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Newark, NJ

inside info wrote:
<quoted text>
According to "doctor" Matthews himself, having been nominated by Dr. Ingolf
Schmidt of Germany and Dr. Ed Dufresne of California. The degree was awarded by
the School of Bible Theology Seminary and University in San Jacinto, California.

The story I heard when Bill got his degree is that it's from the same place as Ed got
his.

Steve Simpson

Mar 16, 2013

#1486 |
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Austin, TX

inside info wrote:
<quoted text>
The story I heard when Bill got his degree is that it's from the same place as Ed got
his.

Where and when did you hear this story, and from whom?
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Easy there Stubby, you're only reading as much as the newspaper printed. And
wouldn't you be a little happy that you survived such a thing?

out on the lone prairee

former follower

Jan 12, 2013

#1447 |
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Davenport, IA
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2
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The Ol Wagonmaster wrote:
Easy there Stubby, you're only reading as much as the newspaper printed. And
wouldn't you be a little happy that you survived such a thing?

I agree, I think anyone that survived such a thing should be praising God for their
safety. In spite of 'false prophets' such as the Drs. Matthews, DuFresne, and the like,
God is alive and well and protecting his people. These self righteous self serving
egomaniacs have done so much harm and turned so many people against the
churches. Hope Dr Bill and Lorena are enjoying the bed they made for themselves. Dr
Bill most likely is enjoying several 'beds' he has made for himself.
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Heh, are you kidding? I used to have the longest running crush on Emily but she
barely acknowledged my existence for years of going to that church. In fact she
shunned the fact that we had to sit next to each-other once at a conference. Now I'm a
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tall & muscular rich dude with a stunning six-pack and smoking hot girl; and Emily
looks like she did alright for herself too with that stunning new family last I heard.
Anyway, just trying to inject a little humor.
On a serious note Mindy, I never really knew you personally. Rest assured most of us
know your dad is bat-crazy and those in their right might don't hold any ill-will against
you or your sister...or Andy...the stud! Seems like those of us who were a little
rebellious growing up turned out the most level headed.
PEACE!
Mindy wrote:
<quoted text>
I obviously have no way of knowing whether you are referring to me or my sister,
Emily, but I can say with absolute certainty neither one of us would ever ignore
someone on purpose the way you are saying one of us did. Believe me, we get this
kind of treatment on a regular basis from our own family members and people we
used to call friends. It isn't the kind of hurt we would want to inflict on another person.
And it wouldn't matter to either of us if you were still attending solid rock or not. So,
you can choose to believe me, or hold a grudge. Like I said earlier, I would hope you
could extend some grace and mercy our way. And, if you have my contact
information, give me a call and we can have a nice conversation.

North Memorial Healthcare - Robbinsdale, MN

Maintenance Technician
Valley Village Apartments - Golden Valley, MN

Case Manager
North Memorial Healthcare - Robbinsdale, MN

Senior Digital Creative...
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Assistant Actuary - ASA/FSA w/...
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Nerdy McNerdy Pants wrote:
Heh, are you kidding? I used to have the longest running crush on Emily but she
barely acknowledged my existence for years of going to that church. In fact she
shunned the fact that we had to sit next to each-other once at a conference. Now I'm
a tall & muscular rich dude with a stunning six-pack and smoking hot girl; and Emily
looks like she did alright for herself too with that stunning new family last I heard.
Anyway, just trying to inject a little humor.
On a serious note Mindy, I never really knew you personally. Rest assured most of
us know your dad is bat-crazy and those in their right might don't hold any ill-will
against you or your sister...or Andy...the stud! Seems like those of us who were a
little rebellious growing up turned out the most level headed.
PEACE!
<quoted text>

Thanks for the humor, "McNerdy pants"! I'm super happy for you that Emily's shunning
motivated you to get hot! Congrats! Lol. Also, thanks for the reassurance that most
people realize Bill (who is no longer my father, by his own choice) is bat- cray cray! I
think you are right about the "rebellious" ones, too. My theory is that we weren't
rebellious, really. We just thought for ourselves, and they didn't like that. Sometimes I
like to imagine what my lost siblings would be like if they came over to this side.
Thoughts?

Lol
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I guess there is another Pastor in St Paul that liked Bill's idea of stealing money from
the elderly http://minnesota.cbslocal.com/2011/11/09/past...

calling all Saints
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Lol wrote:
I guess there is another Pastor in St Paul that liked Bill's idea of stealing money from
the elderly http://minnesota.cbslocal.com/2011/11/09/past...

These so called 'Word' preachers have a word for sure. The word greed. Just like Dr
Bill, this preacher used the 'Word' to steal and deceive. Drs Powers, DuFresne,
Matthews, Jacobs, Rojas, Silvas, etc. are full of the 'Word' but the word they are full of
is Bulls@@t.

Emily

Jan 21, 2013
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Nerdy McNerdy Pants wrote:
Heh, are you kidding? I used to have the longest running crush on Emily but she
barely acknowledged my existence for years of going to that church. In fact she
shunned the fact that we had to sit next to each-other once at a conference. Now I'm
a tall & muscular rich dude with a stunning six-pack and smoking hot girl; and Emily
looks like she did alright for herself too with that stunning new family last I heard.
Anyway, just trying to inject a little humor.
On a serious note Mindy, I never really knew you personally. Rest assured most of
us know your dad is bat-crazy and those in their right might don't hold any ill-will
against you or your sister...or Andy...the stud! Seems like those of us who were a
little rebellious growing up turned out the most level headed.
PEACE!
<quoted text>
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I'm not sure who wrote this but I am so sorry I shunned you!! I was a very different
person back then- at times snotty and self righteous. I feel like a friendlier and happier
person now. I see that church breeding many self righteous people. It sounds like we
have both changed for the better since leaving there. Thank you for the compliment
about my family. My hubby and 3 kids are my favorite people in the world! I'm glad you
are doing great too!
On another note- thank you to all of you on here that have showed your support for
Andy, Mindy, and I. This has been an eye opening situation for me. I have grown as a
person and I am very happy with the path my life has taken. God really can take
something bad and turn it for good. In the death of my mom I was able to find the truth.

Stubby

Feb 12, 2013
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It is that time of year again, tax refunds will be coming out soon. Dr Ed is here to make
sure that the people don't blow all that money on themselves.
Bill said that they need to refinance the church soon. Didn't they do that just a year
ago?
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Stubby wrote:
It is that time of year again, tax refunds will be coming out soon. Dr Ed is here to
make sure that the people don't blow all that money on themselves.
Bill said that they need to refinance the church soon. Didn't they do that just a year
ago?

Yeah, Dr Ed and all the DRs will be out in force to instruct the people of how best to
use the money they might receive as a refund.

Using an iPhone?
Keep the Topix forums in your pocket
with the new, free Topix App.
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Funny Ed and Bill have the same habit of not paying their staff. The sad part for both
of them is the majority of their staff is family. All they care about is themselves and
maintaining their "prosperous" image, while all the while they are crumbling from the
inside.

Don't be afraid to voice your opinions today, even if you
suspect that they aren't what everyone is expecting to
hear. It's important to speak your mind, and there's no
need to worry about treading on anyone's toes or
sounding outrageous because that isn't very likely at
all. If you're talking to someone, your conversation may
take an unconventional turn that you weren't expecting.

Get your Horoscope »
former follower
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inside info wrote:
Funny Ed and Bill have the same habit of not paying their staff. The sad part for both
of them is the majority of their staff is family. All they care about is themselves and
maintaining their "prosperous" image, while all the while they are crumbling from the
inside.

Yeah, I got the impression Dr Ed has and is experiencing some financial problems as
well as 'family' problems too. I find it funny, maybe the livestyle and lies they have
been living is catching up yo them all.

Barb Heinitz
Sierra Vista, AZ

Alejandra Perales

Feb 17, 2013
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Good vibes for you, Andy, and Mindy. You're all strength. Forget the negative. He's
your Dad.
Mar 9, 2013
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I am very dissapointed to hear this anomalies againts this pastor. The word of God is
clear and we cannot used on our own benefits.
This actions it doesnt't jstified to be married to his daughter in law. No matter the
reasons, Yes Lorena is free to marry whoever she wants but. Not his father in law. Is a
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moral issue by the Law of man and the Law of God. God is love you don't hurt people
especially your own family. That little girl is growing up into a lie instead of calling him
grandfather? Is actually herDad!LIES! What about the pain of Andy. God is in charged
and he will judge for those who did wrong.

Alejandra Perales

Mar 9, 2013
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Dear Andy I am very surprised of this news that happen in your family. You have lost a
daughter. I hope you get it back soon! I am sorry this type of actions came for your
own father. Like you said God is in control! You have to forgive your father to get
peace in your heart nor is actions were wrong he always will be your father. God is the
best judge in this matter. Keep strong don't loose the faith things will get better for you.
Since last week I found out about this no longer attend this church. My prayers are to
you Andy don't allow your heart to get harder. I know I am not in your position. I cannot
judge your father I am not perfect human being. But I am a mother too and love them
dearly and I will never hurt them the way your father did.Hope you get Natalia back
with you were she belongs to you. My best wishes God is with you.
Andrew wrote:
I am the son that was married to Lorena and I will never hide from my accusers or
talk behind someone's back, I would be more than happy to have a one on one
public discussion of any events that transpired! I can assure you there has been zero
illegal drug use for 13 years, and there was never physical abuse toward Lorena, the
bible says the devil is the accuser of the brethren. I know God and I know he is in
control. Although I am sad half my family will no longer speak with me, I know God
can turn it around for good. I am not bitter or mad, but I look forward to the day truth
is revealed. No man is perfect only God, but a real man can stand up and admit his
wrongs and accept the consequences, a coward will hide and lie and deceive and
cover up to the end!

former follower

Mar 9, 2013
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Hope all is well with Andy and ssters. Seems several other 'DRs' have done similiar
things and more being exposed now. Dr Ed is the example these socalled preachers
are following. Dr Apostle Jimmy Powers is just another control freak egomaniac
selfserving preacher who has divided his family. Dr Bill will be providing services to
other female followers soon if he is not already. Lorena must know. Don't understand
how she can look at herself in the mirror much less show her face at church or
anywhere else.

Elk River Mallard

Mar 9, 2013
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Alejandra, you said: "Since last week I found out about this no longer attend this
church". Are you saying that you were attending there for awhile, without knowing that
"Dr." Bill was married to his daughter-in-law and stole her from his son? That makes
me wonder: Is it not common knowledge to the attenders of that "church" that Bill
Matthews married his daughter-in law?
I have sometimes wondered about that. It seems that it would have to be one of these
two things: Either the members don't know, or they have accepted some distorted spin
that Bill has put on the truth that he is a reprobate who has violated several scriptures.

former follower

Mar 9, 2013
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Elk River Mallard wrote:
Alejandra, you said: "Since last week I found out about this no longer attend this
church". Are you saying that you were attending there for awhile, without knowing
that "Dr." Bill was married to his daughter-in-law and stole her from his son? That
makes me wonder: Is it not common knowledge to the attenders of that "church" that
Bill Matthews married his daughter-in law?
I have sometimes wondered about that. It seems that it would have to be one of
these two things: Either the members don't know, or they have accepted some
distorted spin that Bill has put on the truth that he is a reprobate who has violated
several scriptures.

Violated several scriptures and probably violated several females. He is a snake oil
salesman. Many folks believe him and think he is ok in marrying his son's wife, even
having her in his house while his wife lay dieing and Lorena was still married to Andy.
Who really believes nothing was happening with Lorena then? He will pay one day.
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I watched a few webcasts of the services recently from Solid Rock. It seems pretty
dead and the energy level isn't what it used to be. It seemed like even Dr Ed wasn't
able to fire them up anymore. Attendance is probably down a little from what a person
can tell by the livefeed. It also sounds like the financial situation is pretty tight.
Maybe that place is finally nearing the end of the line.

Stubby

Mar 11, 2013

Beulah, ND
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Financial problems at a very large church in another state. Be very careful.
http://www.nwitimes.com/news/local/lake/munst...

Elk River Mallard

Mar 11, 2013
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Stubby wrote:
Maybe that place is finally nearing the end of the line.

I hope so.
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UNBELIEVABLE wrote:
<quoted text>
I'm beginning to think your right...saw a fellow believer who is actually one of the
daughters of mathews who also has left the church she refused to even look at me...I
tell ya why cant ppl just except ppl the way they are? NO BODY IS PERFECT. NO
BODY HAS IT ALL TOGETHER!!! We are all trying to figure it out....Isn't that just like
the devil? Pitting ppl against each other. Listen sometimes ppl just need time to
figure things out when you present an attitude to them it just confirms what they
already know to be truth..all I can say is I wish u well I have no hard feelings and
pray God blesses u in ur life...

If it was me, I apologize. I haven't knowingly done that, but I have had a lot on my
mind lately, so I could have accidentally not seen someone. The holidays can be
extremely stressful, but there were just a few extra things on my plate this year. Either
way, if someone sees me, and I don't say hi, please assume I didn't see you and say
hello to me instead of assuming I'm purposely ignoring you. Just like you said, I'm not
perfect, either. Please give someone else the same grace you would like to be given.
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Aveda - Blaine, MN

RECEPTIONIST (Medical Office)...
MedicalCareersOnline.com - United States

Head Trainer / Fitness Manager...
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former follower
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UNBELIEVABLE wrote:
<quoted text>
I'm beginning to think your right...saw a fellow believer who is actually one of the
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daughters of mathews who also has left the church she refused to even look at me...I
tell ya why cant ppl just except ppl the way they are? NO BODY IS PERFECT. NO
BODY HAS IT ALL TOGETHER!!! We are all trying to figure it out....Isn't that just like
the devil? Pitting ppl against each other. Listen sometimes ppl just need time to
figure things out when you present an attitude to them it just confirms what they
already know to be truth..all I can say is I wish u well I have no hard feelings and
pray God blesses u in ur life...

Did you attempt to speak or acknowledge this 'daughter ofd Matthews'? Or did you
ignore and shun her? If you didn't make any attempt, how do you kjnow she even saw
you? Or maybe she felt the same way you did and thought you were shunning her.
Goes both ways you know. Who made the rule that the other person had to speak
first, you? Feelings are easily hurt and so often because of mistakes or wrong
assumptions which this seems to be. Or maybe you are just a 'believer' who wants to
criticize and condemn this 'daughter of Matthews' because you support the 'DR' and
his antics of stealing from an elderly lady as well as 'taking' his son's wife even while
his own wife laid dying.

former follower
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Mindy wrote:
<quoted text>
If it was me, I apologize. I haven't knowingly done that, but I have had a lot on my
mind lately, so I could have accidentally not seen someone. The holidays can be
extremely stressful, but there were just a few extra things on my plate this year.
Either way, if someone sees me, and I don't say hi, please assume I didn't see you
and say hello to me instead of assuming I'm purposely ignoring you. Just like you
said, I'm not perfect, either. Please give someone else the same grace you would like
to be given.

Don't let it bother you Mindy. If this 'believer' didn't attempt to speak to you or even
acknowledge you then the 'believer' is quilty of actually what you are being accused of.
Seems this is just someone who wants to point fingers and accusations against a
'daughter of Matthews'. Possibly could this just be another of the Dr's followers who
wants to make it appear bad for you, Andy, and anyone else who doesn't support Dr
Bill.
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former follower wrote:
<quoted text>Did you attempt to speak or acknowledge this 'daughter ofd Matthews'?
Or did you ignore and shun her? If you didn't make any attempt, how do you kjnow
she even saw you? Or maybe she felt the same way you did and thought you were
shunning her. Goes both ways you know. Who made the rule that the other person
had to speak first, you? Feelings are easily hurt and so often because of mistakes or
wrong assumptions which this seems to be. Or maybe you are just a 'believer' who
wants to criticize and condemn this 'daughter of Matthews' because you support the
'DR' and his antics of stealing from an elderly lady as well as 'taking' his son's wife
even while his own wife laid dying.

Of course I tried to get her attention but it was apparent she wanted nothing to do with
it. I'm not going to keep defending myself who knows "maybe she was busy"? Its
possible. Many feelings for all of us have been hurt multiple times. I just choose to
ALWAYS try my best to walk in love but if ppl want nothing to do with me even though
it hurts b/c I have done nothing wrong I will respect that the best I can.

Chad
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Unbelieveable I think your reading too much into it..You have to remember its the
Holidays and people have alot on their minds...Heck I can be in a store and have
someone wave and yell at me and I dont see or hear them because im concentrating
or thinking about something else..Sometimes the other person has to come right up to
me and say something to me..
I think you need to cut Mindy some slack..

calling all Saints
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UNBELIEVABLE wrote:
<quoted text>
Of course I tried to get her attention but it was apparent she wanted nothing to do
with it. I'm not going to keep defending myself who knows "maybe she was busy"? Its
possible. Many feelings for all of us have been hurt multiple times. I just choose to
ALWAYS try my best to walk in love but if ppl want nothing to do with me even
though it hurts b/c I have done nothing wrong I will respect that the best I can.
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If you are trying to walk in LOVE you would not be attacking someone just because
they did not run over to you and kiss your butt. You sound like a real follower of Dr Bill.
Attack his children and anyone else that does not adhere to his control. Who knows,
maybe you are assisting Lorena in taking care of the Dr.
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calling all Saints wrote:
<quoted text>If you are trying to walk in LOVE you would not be attacking someone
just because they did not run over to you and kiss your butt. You sound like a real
follower of Dr Bill. Attack his children and anyone else that does not adhere to his
control. Who knows, maybe you are assisting Lorena in taking care of the Dr.
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I'm not interested in fighting with you...lol fight with someone else have a wonderful
day.:)
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UNBELIEVABLE wrote:
<quoted text>
Of course I tried to get her attention but it was apparent she wanted nothing to do
with it. I'm not going to keep defending myself who knows "maybe she was busy"? Its
possible. Many feelings for all of us have been hurt multiple times. I just choose to
ALWAYS try my best to walk in love but if ppl want nothing to do with me even
though it hurts b/c I have done nothing wrong I will respect that the best I can.

I obviously have no way of knowing whether you are referring to me or my sister,
Emily, but I can say with absolute certainty neither one of us would ever ignore
someone on purpose the way you are saying one of us did. Believe me, we get this
kind of treatment on a regular basis from our own family members and people we
used to call friends. It isn't the kind of hurt we would want to inflict on another person.
And it wouldn't matter to either of us if you were still attending solid rock or not. So,
you can choose to believe me, or hold a grudge. Like I said earlier, I would hope you
could extend some grace and mercy our way. And, if you have my contact information,
give me a call and we can have a nice conversation.

More
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After all we have been through I find it real difficult to get on someone because they
did not make eye contact or talk to someone else. It is probably a reaction in our subconscience, and not intentional at all. We have all had too much judgement heaped on
us and are leery of more.

on a bender with chad all

Sunday Dec 30

#1435 |
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ELK RIVER NEWS
Failure to Heed Stop Sign Led to 100 mph Pursui...
St. Cloud man arrested in Elk River
Elk River's New Coach Drank From The Stanley Cup
Sherburne County man arrested after drugs found...
Talahi Community School program aims to address...
Man dies in Big Lake Township crash
Kiffmeyer to Add In-District Office Hours in St...
Stories of the Year: No. 9 Top Story of 2012: S...
Cretex Companies Establishes rms Surgical and O...
Danielle Renninger: #8 Minnetonka Patch Story o...
Albertville Woman Gets Year in Prison For Theft...
Elk River man accused of sexually assaulting girl
More Elk River News from Topix »
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Topix Politix App

Seriously UNBELIEVABLE? You felt so slighted that you need to tell to everyone here
about it? You are a distraction from the real reason this forum is still in existence,
because Bill Matthews is a horrible person! Haven't these daughters been through
enough without you picking on them for not giving you the attention you are
(obviously) used to! Jeez!
The Eleventh Commandment: Thou shall not ignore UNBELIEVABLE when thou
encounterest UNBELIEVABLE in the local Walmart. Thus sayeth the Lord!

former follower

Sunday Dec 30

#1436 |

Davenport, IA
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UNBELIEVABLE wrote:
<quoted text>
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I'm not interested in fighting with you...lol fight with someone else have a wonderful
day.:)

what's the matter UNBELIEVABLE. Did calling all Saints get to close to the truth? Are
you helping out Lorena? Maybe trying to replace her? Don't think you could handle a
fight with calling saints or anyone else cause all you got is Dr Bill and that is nothing
but but a pile of crap. Have a wonderful day and great new year. With the DR you are
going to need all the help you can get.

former follower

Sunday Dec 30

#1437 |

your loved ones for the next few days and this is a
good time to seek the comfort of quieter music,
smoother textures and softer light. Stay away from
fragile things as you treat yourself with care; the
smallest details can bug you right now. Close the door,
shut your eyes and imagine yourself in a better place.

Get your Horoscope »
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on a bender with chad all wrote:
Seriously UNBELIEVABLE? You felt so slighted that you need to tell to everyone
here about it? You are a distraction from the real reason this forum is still in
existence, because Bill Matthews is a horrible person! Haven't these daughters been
through enough without you picking on them for not giving you the attention you are
(obviously) used to! Jeez!
The Eleventh Commandment: Thou shall not ignore UNBELIEVABLE when thou
encounterest UNBELIEVABLE in the local Walmart. Thus sayeth the Lord!

Hilarious but true. Folks like UNBELIEVABLE are so blinded by those like the DR that
they can not see past their own nose. Plus sounds like UNBELIEVABLE has an ego
like all those egomaniac DRs who are so full of themselves and think their crap don't
stink. So PLEASE everybody, stop what you are doing and give UNBELIEVABLE your
full attention because they need it to feed their ego.

former follower

Sunday Dec 30
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Mindy wrote:
<quoted text>
I obviously have no way of knowing whether you are referring to me or my sister,
Emily, but I can say with absolute certainty neither one of us would ever ignore
someone on purpose the way you are saying one of us did. Believe me, we get this
kind of treatment on a regular basis from our own family members and people we
used to call friends. It isn't the kind of hurt we would want to inflict on another person.
And it wouldn't matter to either of us if you were still attending solid rock or not. So,
you can choose to believe me, or hold a grudge. Like I said earlier, I would hope you
could extend some grace and mercy our way. And, if you have my contact
information, give me a call and we can have a nice conversation.

Don't let folks like UNBELIEVABLE create anxiety for you. You have enough to deal
with.

calling all Saints

Monday Dec 31
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UNBELIEVABLE wrote:
<quoted text>
I'm not interested in fighting with you...lol fight with someone else have a wonderful
day.:)

Not an invitation to fight, just stating a fact. You really sounded like you were 'walking
in LOVE' when you attacked someone for not approaching you and acknowledging
you when you did not walk over to them to speak. YOU want people to kiss your butt,
you attack others, and then state you don't want a fight. Of course you don't want a
fight, you want others to yield to you just like DR Bill and the rest of you hypocrites.
YOU are definately UNBELIEVABLE. On second thought, you are beleivable, you fit
right in with the good DRs group. You didn't address you helping Lorena out, could
that be because you are?

former follower

Monday Dec 31
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Mindy, Emily, and Andy... May the New Year bring peace.

calling all Saints

Monday Dec 31

#1441 |
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Oregon, WI

former follower wrote:
Mindy, Emily, and Andy... May the New Year bring peace.

Yes, you guys will have a much deserved better year in 2013. Best wishes. Prayers
continue.

Chad

Tuesday Jan 1

#1442 |
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Happy New Years to Andy, Emily, Mindy and EVERYONE ELSE on here! May 2013
bring MORE HEALING to everyone here! Prayin for EVERYONE..

Know a False Prophet

Tuesday Jan 1

#1443 |
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World Harvest Church wrote:
Hello,
My name is Dr. Ed Dufresne, Pastor of World Harvest Church in Murrieta, CA. Pastor
Bill Matthews has been a very good friend of mine for many years. Bill came to me a
short while after his wife, Mary passed away and asked for my blessing to marry
Lorena, Andrew, his sons ex-wife at the time. After he explained to me the situation I
agreed to marry them at my church. And at the time I believed it was the right
decision. Later finding out many undisclosed details, I regrettably did so give my
blessing and marrying, Bill and Lorena. Had I known what I do know now I would
have informed Pastor Bill not to marry Lorena. There was a time I personally have
dealt with the difficulties of a similar situation, pertaining to myself. I believe the Devil
tempts a Prophet of God more so than the average man. That being said I have an
idea of the temptations he is facing. The decision to marry these two has caused me
much grief in my congregation, as well as in my personal life. It's something I am
responsible for and need to live with. I don't know all the circumstances of Bills recent
charge, nor is it any of my business. I do want to point something out I believe.
Pastor Bill was a good man at one time and I do believe that he still has the strength
to be a man of God once again. He has obviously made some serious poor decisions
through the past few years and I hope he will look to the Lord to help find his way
once again. My prayers are with Pastor Bill and all the Matthews children.
Dr. Ed Dufresne

What about your FIRST family? No mention of your FIRST children on your church
website

calling all Saints

Tuesday Jan 1

#1444 |
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Oregon, WI

Know a False Prophet wrote:
<quoted text>
What about your FIRST family? No mention of your FIRST children on your church
website

DuFresne states 'I don't know all the circumstances of Bills recent charge, nor is it any
of my business.' but should it not be some of his business if he is going to continue to
support him and proclaim what a great 'man of God' he is as he (Dufresne) did
recently with his 'Special Serices' at Matthews' church? It is about the money each of
these Drs. can get from the blind followers as they roam from church to church.
DuFresne and then another of DuFresne's followers, Ricky Edwards was at the
Matthews church just a couple of months ago.

Stubby

3 hrs ago

Beulah, ND

#1445 |
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Here are the fruits of a Matthews style church on display for the world to see:
http://www.cnn.com/2013/01/05/us/florida-plan...
Her gleefulness and complete lack of empathy for the people that were killed are just
sickening.
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Austin, TX

Calling all Saints wrote:
<quoted text> In addition to DR DuFresne and DR Matthew, might want to check out
DR Mike Jacobs - Indiana, DR Scott Webb - Birmingham, AL, DR Ricky Edwards Pawnee, OK, DR [Apostle] Jimmy Powers ministries, just for starters.

I dont need starters- Im well into checking the academic credentials on a dozen of
these guys anyways- any info On the guys mentioned in my blog would be
appreciated, but more specifically Ed Dufresne for now- Thanks

Jobs from Indeed
Restaurant Team Member Crew
Chipotle Mexican Grill - Maple Grove, MN

Customer Service Director
Uline Shipping Supplies - United States

Hourly Associate
Panera Bread Company - Plymouth, MN

EPDM System Administrator
Daikin McQuay - Plymouth, MN

former follower

Mar 16, 2013

#1489 |
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Davenport, IA

Calling all Saints wrote:
<quoted text> In addition to DR DuFresne and DR Matthew, might want to check out
DR Mike Jacobs - Indiana, DR Scott Webb - Birmingham, AL, DR Ricky Edwards Pawnee, OK, DR [Apostle] Jimmy Powers ministries, just for starters.

they probably got their degrees from same place as Eddie DuFresne

Case Manager
North Memorial Healthcare - Robbinsdale, MN

Concurrent Inpatient Coder...
Lakeview Hospital,... - Minnesota

Maintenance Technician
Valley Village Apartments - Golden Valley, MN

Skippy

Mar 28, 2013

#1490 |
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Steve Simpson wrote:
<quoted text>
I dont need starters- Im well into checking the academic credentials on a dozen of
these guys anyways- any info On the guys mentioned in my blog would be
appreciated, but more specifically Ed Dufresne for now- Thanks

Add Dr. Chris Cody Cody at World Harvest Church Paducah to your list
www.whcpaducah.com . He just returned from a trip with Dr. Ed.

blessed in birmingham

Collections Credit Specialist
CFMOTO Powersports, Inc. - Plymouth, MN

Benton, KY

Apr 2, 2013

#1491 |
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Don't know all the story on Matthews, but I do know alot about Dufresne. Apparently
Dufresne has alot of low class friends. He was involved in Scott Webb's church
split/scandal - Scott's son David was youth pastor & molested a teenage girl. When
the scandal finally broke, David & his wife & 2 little boys fled to the sanctuary of Ed
Dufresne. The law finally caught up with David at Ed's church in CA. & took him back
to Alabama to face charges. He is in jail, but only got 5 years & will be out soon. All
along he & his father& Scott maintained innocence, although David testified in court
that he was guilty. David's wife came back to Alabama for a little while, but recently
moved to CA in preparation of David getting out of jail. Scott's mother has sold her
house in AL & has moved to CA too. Scott trying to sell his home but hasn't sold yet.
Scott just gave the church building back to the bank to avoid foreclosure & told his
church that he was led of God to get out of debt & sold it to an "investment"
company(see the spin). He also told the church God "promoted" him to a world wide
ministry & he turned the church over to someone else. The Webb family can't stay in
AL anymore because everyone is on to them. So they are all relocating to CA with the
help of ED. Ed & Scott both believe anything they do is ok and never unrighteous.
Their egos are amazing. Sounds like Matthews is just like them.

Lol

Apr 2, 2013

#1492 |
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blessed in birmingham wrote:
Don't know all the story on Matthews, but I do know alot about Dufresne. Apparently
Dufresne has alot of low class friends. He was involved in Scott Webb's church
split/scandal - Scott's son David was youth pastor & molested a teenage girl. When
the scandal finally broke, David & his wife & 2 little boys fled to the sanctuary of Ed
Dufresne. The law finally caught up with David at Ed's church in CA. & took him back
to Alabama to face charges. He is in jail, but only got 5 years & will be out soon. All
along he & his father& Scott maintained innocence, although David testified in court
that he was guilty. David's wife came back to Alabama for a little while, but recently
moved to CA in preparation of David getting out of jail. Scott's mother has sold her
house in AL & has moved to CA too. Scott trying to sell his home but hasn't sold yet.
Scott just gave the church building back to the bank to avoid foreclosure & told his
church that he was led of God to get out of debt & sold it to an "investment"
company(see the spin). He also told the church God "promoted" him to a world wide
ministry & he turned the church over to someone else. The Webb family can't stay in
AL anymore because everyone is on to them. So they are all relocating to CA with
the help of ED. Ed & Scott both believe anything they do is ok and never
unrighteous. Their egos are amazing. Sounds like Matthews is just like them.

Click for news, events and info in Elk River

Wow! Absolutely disgusting although it shouldn't surprise me. Think about it, would
these guys actually want friends with high morals and integrity? That would only make
them feel guilty about all the nasty things they do and use God's name as a cover up.
You are who you surround yourself with. I bet we could find dirt on every "Dr" and
"pastor" in their circle. I wish the followers would google and do their homework first. I
won't visit a church anymore without checking out the pastor's reputation online first.

inside info

Apr 3, 2013
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United States
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Steve Simpson wrote:
<quoted text>
Where and when did you hear this story, and from whom?

In the service where Ingolf Schmidt presented the degree to Bill is where I heard it was
from the same place as Ed's degree.

former follower

Apr 6, 2013
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Davenport, IA
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Webb. Matthews. Powers. Rojas. Jacobs. Edwards. ALL from same cut, just like
DuFresne. Use the word of God to live a lavish life style, womanize, and justify
anything they do. Self serving, ego maniacs. So bad that so many innocent people get
hurt by these lowlifes.

Calling all Saints

Apr 8, 2013
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blessed in birmingham wrote:
Don't know all the story on Matthews, but I do know alot about Dufresne. Apparently
Dufresne has alot of low class friends. He was involved in Scott Webb's church
split/scandal - Scott's son David was youth pastor & molested a teenage girl. When
the scandal finally broke, David & his wife & 2 little boys fled to the sanctuary of Ed
Dufresne. The law finally caught up with David at Ed's church in CA. & took him back
to Alabama to face charges. He is in jail, but only got 5 years & will be out soon. All
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along he & his father& Scott maintained innocence, although David testified in court
that he was guilty. David's wife came back to Alabama for a little while, but recently
moved to CA in preparation of David getting out of jail. Scott's mother has sold her
house in AL & has moved to CA too. Scott trying to sell his home but hasn't sold yet.
Scott just gave the church building back to the bank to avoid foreclosure & told his
church that he was led of God to get out of debt & sold it to an "investment"
company(see the spin). He also told the church God "promoted" him to a world wide
ministry & he turned the church over to someone else. The Webb family can't stay in
AL anymore because everyone is on to them. So they are all relocating to CA with
the help of ED. Ed & Scott both believe anything they do is ok and never
unrighteous. Their egos are amazing. Sounds like Matthews is just like them.

Typical of the DuFresne following. Each of these 'DRs.' go from congregation to
congregation extolling the virtues of DuFresne and each other, all the while
encouraging the 'sheep' to give more and more and to support the 'shepherds'. Seems
the 'shepherds' sure do a good job watching out for the flock and protecting them.
Powers, Ramos, Noel, Webb, Edwards, etc. etc. etc. all a bunch of self righteous
scum.

Using an iPhone?
Keep the Topix forums in your pocket
with the new, free Topix App.

DAILY HOROSCOPE FOR MAY 18
Sagittarius
Is someone wanting to prove a point and show what a
free spirit they can be? Today, they could get involved
with someone who's in complete contrast to their own
personality or who everyone decides is wildly
unsuitable as a prospective partner. The more anyone
protests about this, the more determined this person
will be to follow their heart. So keep quiet!

Get your Horoscope »

Elk River Mallard

Apr 8, 2013
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Calling all Saints wrote:
<quoted text> Powers, Ramos, Noel, Webb, Edwards, etc. etc. etc. all a bunch of self
righteous scum.

I have occasionally watched some of them on the Solid Rock podcast. I have seen
Dufresne, Powers and Edwards. In addition to everything else, I have noticed that their
grammar is terrible.

Alexandra

Apr 9, 2013
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World Harvest Church wrote:
Hello,
My name is Dr. Ed Dufresne, Pastor of World Harvest Church in Murrieta, CA. Pastor
Bill Matthews has been a very good friend of mine for many years. Bill came to me a
short while after his wife, Mary passed away and asked for my blessing to marry
Lorena, Andrew, his sons ex-wife at the time. After he explained to me the situation I
agreed to marry them at my church. And at the time I believed it was the right
decision. Later finding out many undisclosed details, I regrettably did so give my
blessing and marrying, Bill and Lorena. Had I known what I do know now I would
have informed Pastor Bill not to marry Lorena. There was a time I personally have
dealt with the difficulties of a similar situation, pertaining to myself. I believe the Devil
tempts a Prophet of God more so than the average man. That being said I have an
idea of the temptations he is facing. The decision to marry these two has caused me
much grief in my congregation, as well as in my personal life. It's something I am
responsible for and need to live with. I don't know all the circumstances of Bills recent
charge, nor is it any of my business. I do want to point something out I believe.
Pastor Bill was a good man at one time and I do believe that he still has the strength
to be a man of God once again. He has obviously made some serious poor decisions
through the past few years and I hope he will look to the Lord to help find his way
once again. My prayers are with Pastor Bill and all the Matthews children.
Dr. Ed Dufresne

Dr. Ed Dufresne This situation is more of moral standards in the family. God does not
allowed this such of pain to your own son. This what he did to his son Andy betrayed
him. Is up to God to judge that situation. Yes it was a poor desition, what is going to
happen to that poor little sweet girl Natalia? God is pure love The bible is book of life,
the truth and the only way. God blessed this hurt family the Mathews...

unknown to u

Apr 14, 2013
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Rev Edward G Palmer wrote:
I took the time to read "The Sociopath Next Door" by Martha Stout, Ph.D as
recommended on this blog. I would personally recommend getting a copy and
reading it for everyone who has been hurt by Dr. Bill Matthews' ministry and
especially those hurt directly by Dr. Bill Matthews. It will help you understand the Bill
Matthews you are dealing with.
The book accurately describes Dr. Bill Matthews. The most striking attribute aside
from his wanting a total control over everyone's life is the total lack of
remorselessness and the fact that as a sociopath, he has no conscious. In essence,
Dr. Bill Matthews does what he wants to do regardless of the impact it has on
anyone's life. The reason? He simply feels no true emotional connection to anyone
that would cause him to think differently beyond what he personally wants. In his
mind, he does not even recognize the pain that he has caused. That's why he will act
"as if" nothing has ever happened AFTER he has caused a lot of damage. It is the
ultimate evil to have no conscious about hurting people. That is precisely why he
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needs to be held accountable by the authorities for the crimes he has committed. It is
the only way to stop him or slow him down and cause him to rethink his life.
I write this note to reinforce the teaching on forgiveness I offered earlier on this blog.
You cannot forgive someone who sins against you unless they repent. LUKE 17:3-4.
Therefore, the solution to the issue of avoiding bitterness is to truly set the matter
aside and allow God to deal with whatever Dr. Bill Matthews has done to you and
your family. This is especially important when dealing with a sociopath. You need to
simply step aside emotionally in life and give the matter to God, as it will be a literal
cold day in hell before the sociopath attempts to make amends and say "I'm sorry, I
was wrong."
This does not excuse us from warning others so keep blogging, but it is important
NOT to carry a grudge. To carry a grudge allows $Bill to live rent free in your head.
Better the other way around as you give the issue to God and unemotionally help the
authorities deal with Bill's crimes.
Andy raised an important issue of talking to God yourself. In Stout's book, she
explains that in testing it was found that 67% of the people would unquestionably
follow someone they felt was in authority on any type of issue. When Bill teaches that
God is telling him something, he reinforces his spiritual authority over people.
However, this only works if they don't read Scripture.
#1 - God is NOT going to tell anyone something that goes against HIS Holy Word. To
believe this means you are listening to a liar. God does not change. Malachi 3:6 "For
I am the LORD, I do not change." There are countless examples of where Dr. Bill
Matthews taught directly against Holy Scripture. The most evil example is the idea
that God told him he could marry Lorena. It teaches directly against Lev 18:15.
#2 - One of the greatest gifts of our Lord Jesus Christ was the destruction of all the
spiritual authority that stood between you and God HIMSELF. Not even Jesus stands
between you and God Almighty. Jesus is a mediator IF you need one. He is not an
intermediary like Moses was. So Andy is correct, you can go directly to God yourself
and dialog with HIM.
IF Bill says "God told me this about you." -- You should say, "When HE tells me, I'll
believe it!"
Jesus said: "At that time you won't need to ask me for anything. The truth is, you can
go directly to the FATHER [GOD] and ask HIM, and HE will grant your request
because you use my name. You haven't done this before. Ask, using my name, and
you will receive, and you will have abundant joy." John 16:23-24 NLT
Now, if everyone still at Solid Rock Church understood what Andy, Mindy and Emily
understand; that no one stands between you and God! Well, there would be no one
left to support $Bill's evil.

FALSE PROPHET.

inside info

Apr 14, 2013

#1500 |
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United States

Judged:
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1

1

unknown to u wrote:
<quoted text>
FALSE PROPHET.

If you follow Bill, you have no clue what a false prophet is!

Nerdy McNerdy Pants
Norfolk, VA

Nerdy McNerdy Pants

Apr 15, 2013

#1501 |
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This really needs to be put to rest so those with meaningful lives can move on. On a
lighter note, Twins season started. Woooooooohoooooo!
Apr 15, 2013
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Norfolk, VA

Judged:

1

I was trying to inject a little humor. I wasn't shunned, I merely lacked follow through
and I was nerdy. The thing with high school girls is that once they realize they're
hot...they walk with more confidence which makes all the boys crush even more. No
reason to apologize by the way and beating yourself up isn't cool. Every guy in church
liked you girls which must of been incredibly difficult to deal with. Chin up, enjoy your
new lives and take care of your families. Peace, love, soul train!
Emily wrote:
<quoted text>
I'm not sure who wrote this but I am so sorry I shunned you!! I was a very different
person back then- at times snotty and self righteous. I feel like a friendlier and
happier person now. I see that church breeding many self righteous people. It
sounds like we have both changed for the better since leaving there. Thank you for
the compliment about my family. My hubby and 3 kids are my favorite people in the
world! I'm glad you are doing great too!
On another note- thank you to all of you on here that have showed your support for
Andy, Mindy, and I. This has been an eye opening situation for me. I have grown as
a person and I am very happy with the path my life has taken. God really can take
something bad and turn it for good. In the death of my mom I was able to find the
truth.

former follower

Saturday Apr 20
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World Harvest Church wrote:
Hello,
My name is Dr. Ed Dufresne, Pastor of World Harvest Church in Murrieta, CA. Pastor
Bill Matthews has been a very good friend of mine for many years. Bill came to me a
short while after his wife, Mary passed away and asked for my blessing to marry
Lorena, Andrew, his sons ex-wife at the time. After he explained to me the situation I
agreed to marry them at my church. And at the time I believed it was the right
decision. Later finding out many undisclosed details, I regrettably did so give my
blessing and marrying, Bill and Lorena. Had I known what I do know now I would
have informed Pastor Bill not to marry Lorena. There was a time I personally have
dealt with the difficulties of a similar situation, pertaining to myself. I believe the Devil
tempts a Prophet of God more so than the average man. That being said I have an
idea of the temptations he is facing. The decision to marry these two has caused me
much grief in my congregation, as well as in my personal life. It's something I am
responsible for and need to live with. I don't know all the circumstances of Bills recent
charge, nor is it any of my business. I do want to point something out I believe.
Pastor Bill was a good man at one time and I do believe that he still has the strength
to be a man of God once again. He has obviously made some serious poor decisions
through the past few years and I hope he will look to the Lord to help find his way
once again. My prayers are with Pastor Bill and all the Matthews children.
Dr. Ed Dufresne

Say what you want and try to make excuses for you and Bill Matthews But Dr ED you
know there are no circumstances that would justify a man marrying his son's wife while
his son is still alive. Sex was the issue, Bill looked upon another man's wife (his
son's)with lust and desire and he found ways to justify what he and she did. YOU,
PROPHET that you are, was a part of their sin. Live with it and make excuses like you
do to justify everything you and your select ones do. Your ex wife and her kids were
hurt because you couldn't keep it in your pants, just like Matthews and Webb and
countless others. Just a thought for you, keep in mind that as you keep getting older
that attractive younger wife of yours can use your same words, scriptures, and
excuses to find her someone to councel her and take care of her needs, maybe she
already has. Watch the way Trevor looks at her and she at him.

Elk River Mallard
Albertville, MN

Elk River Mallard

Saturday Apr 20
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@ Former Follower: I don't think that post was written by Dufresne. I can't imagine
who wrote it, but I am convinced that it is fake.

Saturday Apr 20
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Albertville, MN

Elk River Mallard wrote:
I watched some of the service on live-stream last night. If my understanding is
correct, Matthews and Dufresne both believe that healing is a sure thing. If it is, it
makes me wonder why they both need to wear glasses.

I might be able to answer my own question now. I watched the live-stream of a recent
service. I don’t remember if it was a Sunday or Wednesday night.“Dr.” Matthews was
teaching on healing. Almost everything he said was based on experience, not
scripture. One of the things he said was that his eyesight had been completely healed,
but then he began to doubt the healing and the eyesight went bad again. That made
me think: Do you suppose that Bill reads this forum and saw my post? Could that be
the reason for the explanation?
Bill, if you are reading this forum, I want you to know that my prayer for you is that you
would repent, really repent, of all your sin and come to Jesus for forgiveness and
salvation. Your list of sins is long. You need to repent and come to Jesus.

former follower

Saturday Apr 20
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Elk River Mallard wrote:
@ Former Follower: I don't think that post was written by Dufresne. I can't imagine
who wrote it, but I am convinced that it is fake.

@Elk River Mallard: Maybe Dr Ed wrote it, maybe not. Doesn't change fact that he did
approve of the marriage and performed the ceremony. It does sound like something
he would say attempting to justify his own actions. What makes you think it is fake?
Just wondering.

former follower

Saturday Apr 20
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inside info wrote:
<quoted text>
If you follow Bill, you have no clue what a false prophet is!

totally agree. Don't know who they were referring to as a FALSE PROPHET though.
DuFresne, Matthews, Webb, Rojas, Powers, Jacobs, Edwards, etc. Name anyone in
the DuFresne cult.
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former follower wrote:
<quoted text>@Elk River Mallard: Maybe Dr Ed wrote it, maybe not. Doesn't change
fact that he did approve of the marriage and performed the ceremony. It does sound
like something he would say attempting to justify his own actions. What makes you
think it is fake? Just wondering.

The reasons that I suspect it to be fake: The location from which it was posted. I
haven't gone back to look at it today, but as I remember it was somewhere local. Do
you remember what number post it was? The other reason is that Matthews has not
repented of anything and Dufresne still comes and does preaching at Solid Rock as
though nothing is wrong. There is something wrong with anyone who knows the
situation in that church and comes there and preaches as though nothing was wrong.
IOW, Durfresne and Matthews are still in very close fellowship. The whole thing just
looks suspicious to me. I don't know who or why anyone would fake it, but I have
doubts that it was Dufresne who wrote it. I know that I could be wrong, but it just
doesn't seem like something that he would do
Yes, he did do the marriage and that is disgusting. He needs to repent, really repent.
IMO, that repentance would include getting out of the ministry.
I do not trust Dufresne or any preacher that says, "Give money to my ministry and God
will give money to you". There is no greater conflict of interest. Both Dufresne and
Matthews need to repent of that abomination. Actually, every preacher that comes to
Solid Rock needs to repent of that.
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Oregon, WI
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2

Elk River Mallard wrote:
<quoted text>
I hope so.

Would be the best thing that ever happened for most of the congregation. They will
never leave Dr Bill on their own. But if finances force it to close maybe they will find a
real pastor, someone that cares for them instead of only for himself.
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Get it right wrote:
Ed Dufresne is NOT a doctor. He uses a phony honorary doctorate to feed his pride
and flatter his very inflated ego You can get honorary doctorates just about
anywhere. Why do people continue to buy into his 'doctor' title and address him as
such? Yeah, and bill matthews is a doctor too. Notice the similarities in pride and ego
between these two. Sheesh!

Elk River Jobs

Any Info as to where he has his degree from??

Steve Simpson
Kalispell, MT

Stubby

Mar 11, 2013

#1468 |
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Any Info as to where DuFresne claims a degree from? Would be better to have the
facts so I cn judge for myself. Any info would be appreciated
Mar 11, 2013

#1469 |
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Truck Driver - Company Over The Road. We...
Elk River, MN
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This is the bio from Ed's own website. Nothing in here mentioning education:
Dr. Ed Dufresne is a bold and compassionate minister with over 47 years in the
ministry. In 1971, God put a tangible healing anointing in Dr. Dufresne’s right hand,
and since then he has traveled over 11 million air miles carrying that healing anointing
to this generation.

Beulah, ND

AT&T Sr Product Marketing Manager
Minneapolis, MN
Sales Associate SOMA 5210 RsdleCtr Rsevle
Roseville, MN
Maintenance Technician Job
Elk River, MN

In 1999, Dr. Ed Dufresne had a vision of heaven, and at that time God gave him an
endowment to kill cancer. Since then, there have been an increased number of
dramatic healings from cancer recorded.

Diagnostic Radiologic Technologist...
Minneapolis, MN

It has been said of Dr. Dufresne that he has a unique ability to draw the anointings and
gifts out of ministers. His Campmeetings and Conferences draw ministers from around
the globe who desire to receive impartations through this man of God whose ministry
is earmarked by the moving of the Holy Spirit.

keywords

Dr. Dufresne's heavenly assignment has been enlarged in this decade to go to the
nations. With a heart for the harvest, Dr. Dufresne travels extensively encouraging the
Body of Christ to get ready for the last days move of the Holy Spirit, which will usher in
the harvest and mark the return of the Lord!

Stubby

Truck Driver School Manager
Elk River, MN

Mar 11, 2013
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One of the things these "pastors" in this club do is bestow honorary doctorate degrees
on each other. I suppose if you have been around for a while, have a decent size
church, a few grey hairs, and possibly kick enough money up to the leadership you get
your degree.
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Impartations? That sounds like Sylvia Browne.

City

Elk River

State

Stubby

Mar 11, 2013
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In doing some reading Independent Fundamentalist Baptists (IFB), another group that
could be considered a cult, do the same thing with awarding these phony degrees.
The IFB are very legalistic, King James only, soul winning, tradition oriented
fundamentalists. The specific details might be different but the dynamics are similar to
what we see with churches like Solid Rock. Blame the victim, it is the hidden sin in
your life that is the problem, sex scandals, don't question your pastor, appearance is
what is important, and leadership seems to be above the rules that they impose on
everyone else.

Steve Simpson
Kalispell, MT

Mar 11, 2013
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Click for news, events and info in Elk River
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Ive been tracking all these guys and their degrees for some time now. Just want some
specifics on Dufresne. Not willing to state an unsubstantiated opinion, just want facts.
If I can substaintiate anything Im adding it to my blog- check out this link
http://2falseprophets.wordpress.com/2011/11/2...

Shakin my head

Mar 12, 2013
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Sheesh Steve...YOU can call yourself a 'Doctor'. ANYBODY can. yeah, that's it...that's
the ticket!...Dr Steve! See how easy it is? Now just keep repeating it over and over to
everyone you meet. Pretty soon they all call ya Dr Steve! Magic!
That's how Wild Eddy got to be 'Dr' DuFresne
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Tucson, AZ

Barbara wrote:
Sorry, UDI means undocumented immigrants. But, they're individuals too!

So are bank robbers. They're "individuals too!". Stop this nonsense about those who
wish to be lawbreakers and destroy our autonomy. Quit trying to give our hard-fought
freedoms. "Abre nuestros ojos, Señor!"

Lol
Albertville, MN

Steve Simpson

Mar 13, 2013
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There is a German pastor named Ingolf Schmidt who did the ceremony of the Dr
degrees for both Dufresne and Matthews if I'm not mistaken. If you google him maybe
you would find more documentation on where these fake titles come from
Mar 13, 2013
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Kalispell, MT

Get it right wrote:
Ed Dufresne is NOT a doctor. He uses a phony honorary doctorate to feed his pride
and flatter his very inflated ego You can get honorary doctorates just about
anywhere. Why do people continue to buy into his 'doctor' title and address him as
such? Yeah, and bill matthews is a doctor too. Notice the similarities in pride and ego
between these two. Sheesh!

You say that Ed Dufresne has a honorary Doctorate- I have been trying to find where
its from. Do you have any info??

ELK RIVER NEWS
Tom Knapp Dies: World Record-Breaking Shooter
Central Minnesota Arts Board schedules 2 hearin...
Car crashes into motel in Elk River; driver inj...
Car crashes into apartment in Elk River
More Elk River News from Topix »

Dogbert
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Topix Politix App
Take your stand on the issues you care
about.

I have honorary religous degrees I will ceremoniously bestow on you! It can be yours
for one low price of $100 after which you can start calling yourself Doctor. Please
allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
Dogberts Honorary Degrees Emporium and Smoke Shop

inside info
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Using an iPhone?
Keep the Topix forums in your pocket
with the new, free Topix App.
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Newark, NJ

Steve Simpson wrote:
<quoted text>
You say that Ed Dufresne has a honorary Doctorate- I have been trying to find where
its from. Do you have any info??

According to "doctor" Matthews himself, having been nominated by Dr. Ingolf Schmidt
of Germany and Dr. Ed Dufresne of California. The degree was awarded by the
School of Bible Theology Seminary and University in San Jacinto, California.

Steve Simpson
Kalispell, MT

Calling all Saints

Mar 14, 2013
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I know about Matthews degree- Are you saying that Bill Matthews himself has stated
that Dufresne got his from San Jacinto as well?
Mar 16, 2013
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DAILY HOROSCOPE FOR MAY 18
Virgo
Matters of the heart take an unexpected turn today.
You might be strongly attracted to someone you've
never looked at twice until now, or you could fall for
someone who's much older or younger than you. If
you're already involved in a relationship, either you or
your partner will want to make it more exciting and
spontaneous. Is this a suggestion that will go down
well?

Get your Horoscope »
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The senior pastor of Solid Rock Church, William “Bill” Matthews, was honored with the
degree of Doctorate of Divinity on September 11, 2007. This honorary degree reflects
the highest esteem for his consistent Christian lifestyle, his love for God and humanity,
and for his uncompromising ministry of the eternal verities of the Holy Bible. Having
been nominated by Dr. Ingolf Schmidt of Germany and Dr. Ed Dufresne of California.
The degree was awarded by the School of Bible Theology Seminary and University in
San Jacinto, California.
This was copied from Solid Rock website. Our Pastor tab.
Also noticed the 'In 1982, he moved to Michigan and worked for Jimmy Swaggart
Ministries as an area representative. After completing his Bible School education, he
was ordained as a minister.' Note his connection to Jimmy Swaggart Ministries. Big
influence. All these charlatons are self serving ego-maniacs.

Calling all Saints

Mar 16, 2013
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Worth checking out the 'Accredidations' for their schools etc. All part of the same
scam...
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Oregon, WI

Steve Simpson wrote:
Ive been tracking all these guys and their degrees for some time now. Just want
some specifics on Dufresne. Not willing to state an unsubstantiated opinion, just want
facts. If I can substaintiate anything Im adding it to my blog- check out this link
http://2falseprophets.wordpress.com/2011/11/2...

In addition to DR DuFresne and DR Matthew, might want to check out DR Mike
Jacobs - Indiana, DR Scott Webb - Birmingham, AL, DR Ricky Edwards - Pawnee,
OK, DR [Apostle] Jimmy Powers ministries, just for starters.

inside info
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Newark, NJ

inside info wrote:
<quoted text>
According to "doctor" Matthews himself, having been nominated by Dr. Ingolf
Schmidt of Germany and Dr. Ed Dufresne of California. The degree was awarded by
the School of Bible Theology Seminary and University in San Jacinto, California.

The story I heard when Bill got his degree is that it's from the same place as Ed got
his.

Steve Simpson

Mar 16, 2013
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Austin, TX

inside info wrote:
<quoted text>
The story I heard when Bill got his degree is that it's from the same place as Ed got
his.

Where and when did you hear this story, and from whom?
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Easy there Stubby, you're only reading as much as the newspaper printed. And
wouldn't you be a little happy that you survived such a thing?

out on the lone prairee

former follower
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The Ol Wagonmaster wrote:
Easy there Stubby, you're only reading as much as the newspaper printed. And
wouldn't you be a little happy that you survived such a thing?

I agree, I think anyone that survived such a thing should be praising God for their
safety. In spite of 'false prophets' such as the Drs. Matthews, DuFresne, and the like,
God is alive and well and protecting his people. These self righteous self serving
egomaniacs have done so much harm and turned so many people against the
churches. Hope Dr Bill and Lorena are enjoying the bed they made for themselves. Dr
Bill most likely is enjoying several 'beds' he has made for himself.
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Heh, are you kidding? I used to have the longest running crush on Emily but she
barely acknowledged my existence for years of going to that church. In fact she
shunned the fact that we had to sit next to each-other once at a conference. Now I'm a
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tall & muscular rich dude with a stunning six-pack and smoking hot girl; and Emily
looks like she did alright for herself too with that stunning new family last I heard.
Anyway, just trying to inject a little humor.
On a serious note Mindy, I never really knew you personally. Rest assured most of us
know your dad is bat-crazy and those in their right might don't hold any ill-will against
you or your sister...or Andy...the stud! Seems like those of us who were a little
rebellious growing up turned out the most level headed.
PEACE!
Mindy wrote:
<quoted text>
I obviously have no way of knowing whether you are referring to me or my sister,
Emily, but I can say with absolute certainty neither one of us would ever ignore
someone on purpose the way you are saying one of us did. Believe me, we get this
kind of treatment on a regular basis from our own family members and people we
used to call friends. It isn't the kind of hurt we would want to inflict on another person.
And it wouldn't matter to either of us if you were still attending solid rock or not. So,
you can choose to believe me, or hold a grudge. Like I said earlier, I would hope you
could extend some grace and mercy our way. And, if you have my contact
information, give me a call and we can have a nice conversation.
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Nerdy McNerdy Pants wrote:
Heh, are you kidding? I used to have the longest running crush on Emily but she
barely acknowledged my existence for years of going to that church. In fact she
shunned the fact that we had to sit next to each-other once at a conference. Now I'm
a tall & muscular rich dude with a stunning six-pack and smoking hot girl; and Emily
looks like she did alright for herself too with that stunning new family last I heard.
Anyway, just trying to inject a little humor.
On a serious note Mindy, I never really knew you personally. Rest assured most of
us know your dad is bat-crazy and those in their right might don't hold any ill-will
against you or your sister...or Andy...the stud! Seems like those of us who were a
little rebellious growing up turned out the most level headed.
PEACE!
<quoted text>

Thanks for the humor, "McNerdy pants"! I'm super happy for you that Emily's shunning
motivated you to get hot! Congrats! Lol. Also, thanks for the reassurance that most
people realize Bill (who is no longer my father, by his own choice) is bat- cray cray! I
think you are right about the "rebellious" ones, too. My theory is that we weren't
rebellious, really. We just thought for ourselves, and they didn't like that. Sometimes I
like to imagine what my lost siblings would be like if they came over to this side.
Thoughts?
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I guess there is another Pastor in St Paul that liked Bill's idea of stealing money from
the elderly http://minnesota.cbslocal.com/2011/11/09/past...

calling all Saints
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Lol wrote:
I guess there is another Pastor in St Paul that liked Bill's idea of stealing money from
the elderly http://minnesota.cbslocal.com/2011/11/09/past...

These so called 'Word' preachers have a word for sure. The word greed. Just like Dr
Bill, this preacher used the 'Word' to steal and deceive. Drs Powers, DuFresne,
Matthews, Jacobs, Rojas, Silvas, etc. are full of the 'Word' but the word they are full of
is Bulls@@t.

Emily

Jan 21, 2013
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Nerdy McNerdy Pants wrote:
Heh, are you kidding? I used to have the longest running crush on Emily but she
barely acknowledged my existence for years of going to that church. In fact she
shunned the fact that we had to sit next to each-other once at a conference. Now I'm
a tall & muscular rich dude with a stunning six-pack and smoking hot girl; and Emily
looks like she did alright for herself too with that stunning new family last I heard.
Anyway, just trying to inject a little humor.
On a serious note Mindy, I never really knew you personally. Rest assured most of
us know your dad is bat-crazy and those in their right might don't hold any ill-will
against you or your sister...or Andy...the stud! Seems like those of us who were a
little rebellious growing up turned out the most level headed.
PEACE!
<quoted text>
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I'm not sure who wrote this but I am so sorry I shunned you!! I was a very different
person back then- at times snotty and self righteous. I feel like a friendlier and happier
person now. I see that church breeding many self righteous people. It sounds like we
have both changed for the better since leaving there. Thank you for the compliment
about my family. My hubby and 3 kids are my favorite people in the world! I'm glad you
are doing great too!
On another note- thank you to all of you on here that have showed your support for
Andy, Mindy, and I. This has been an eye opening situation for me. I have grown as a
person and I am very happy with the path my life has taken. God really can take
something bad and turn it for good. In the death of my mom I was able to find the truth.

Stubby
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It is that time of year again, tax refunds will be coming out soon. Dr Ed is here to make
sure that the people don't blow all that money on themselves.
Bill said that they need to refinance the church soon. Didn't they do that just a year
ago?
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Stubby wrote:
It is that time of year again, tax refunds will be coming out soon. Dr Ed is here to
make sure that the people don't blow all that money on themselves.
Bill said that they need to refinance the church soon. Didn't they do that just a year
ago?

Yeah, Dr Ed and all the DRs will be out in force to instruct the people of how best to
use the money they might receive as a refund.

Using an iPhone?
Keep the Topix forums in your pocket
with the new, free Topix App.
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Funny Ed and Bill have the same habit of not paying their staff. The sad part for both
of them is the majority of their staff is family. All they care about is themselves and
maintaining their "prosperous" image, while all the while they are crumbling from the
inside.

Don't be afraid to voice your opinions today, even if you
suspect that they aren't what everyone is expecting to
hear. It's important to speak your mind, and there's no
need to worry about treading on anyone's toes or
sounding outrageous because that isn't very likely at
all. If you're talking to someone, your conversation may
take an unconventional turn that you weren't expecting.

Get your Horoscope »
former follower
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inside info wrote:
Funny Ed and Bill have the same habit of not paying their staff. The sad part for both
of them is the majority of their staff is family. All they care about is themselves and
maintaining their "prosperous" image, while all the while they are crumbling from the
inside.

Yeah, I got the impression Dr Ed has and is experiencing some financial problems as
well as 'family' problems too. I find it funny, maybe the livestyle and lies they have
been living is catching up yo them all.

Barb Heinitz
Sierra Vista, AZ

Alejandra Perales

Feb 17, 2013
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Good vibes for you, Andy, and Mindy. You're all strength. Forget the negative. He's
your Dad.
Mar 9, 2013
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I am very dissapointed to hear this anomalies againts this pastor. The word of God is
clear and we cannot used on our own benefits.
This actions it doesnt't jstified to be married to his daughter in law. No matter the
reasons, Yes Lorena is free to marry whoever she wants but. Not his father in law. Is a
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moral issue by the Law of man and the Law of God. God is love you don't hurt people
especially your own family. That little girl is growing up into a lie instead of calling him
grandfather? Is actually herDad!LIES! What about the pain of Andy. God is in charged
and he will judge for those who did wrong.

Alejandra Perales

Mar 9, 2013
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2
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Dear Andy I am very surprised of this news that happen in your family. You have lost a
daughter. I hope you get it back soon! I am sorry this type of actions came for your
own father. Like you said God is in control! You have to forgive your father to get
peace in your heart nor is actions were wrong he always will be your father. God is the
best judge in this matter. Keep strong don't loose the faith things will get better for you.
Since last week I found out about this no longer attend this church. My prayers are to
you Andy don't allow your heart to get harder. I know I am not in your position. I cannot
judge your father I am not perfect human being. But I am a mother too and love them
dearly and I will never hurt them the way your father did.Hope you get Natalia back
with you were she belongs to you. My best wishes God is with you.
Andrew wrote:
I am the son that was married to Lorena and I will never hide from my accusers or
talk behind someone's back, I would be more than happy to have a one on one
public discussion of any events that transpired! I can assure you there has been zero
illegal drug use for 13 years, and there was never physical abuse toward Lorena, the
bible says the devil is the accuser of the brethren. I know God and I know he is in
control. Although I am sad half my family will no longer speak with me, I know God
can turn it around for good. I am not bitter or mad, but I look forward to the day truth
is revealed. No man is perfect only God, but a real man can stand up and admit his
wrongs and accept the consequences, a coward will hide and lie and deceive and
cover up to the end!

former follower

Mar 9, 2013
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Hope all is well with Andy and ssters. Seems several other 'DRs' have done similiar
things and more being exposed now. Dr Ed is the example these socalled preachers
are following. Dr Apostle Jimmy Powers is just another control freak egomaniac
selfserving preacher who has divided his family. Dr Bill will be providing services to
other female followers soon if he is not already. Lorena must know. Don't understand
how she can look at herself in the mirror much less show her face at church or
anywhere else.

Elk River Mallard

Mar 9, 2013
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Alejandra, you said: "Since last week I found out about this no longer attend this
church". Are you saying that you were attending there for awhile, without knowing that
"Dr." Bill was married to his daughter-in-law and stole her from his son? That makes
me wonder: Is it not common knowledge to the attenders of that "church" that Bill
Matthews married his daughter-in law?
I have sometimes wondered about that. It seems that it would have to be one of these
two things: Either the members don't know, or they have accepted some distorted spin
that Bill has put on the truth that he is a reprobate who has violated several scriptures.

former follower

Mar 9, 2013
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Elk River Mallard wrote:
Alejandra, you said: "Since last week I found out about this no longer attend this
church". Are you saying that you were attending there for awhile, without knowing
that "Dr." Bill was married to his daughter-in-law and stole her from his son? That
makes me wonder: Is it not common knowledge to the attenders of that "church" that
Bill Matthews married his daughter-in law?
I have sometimes wondered about that. It seems that it would have to be one of
these two things: Either the members don't know, or they have accepted some
distorted spin that Bill has put on the truth that he is a reprobate who has violated
several scriptures.

Violated several scriptures and probably violated several females. He is a snake oil
salesman. Many folks believe him and think he is ok in marrying his son's wife, even
having her in his house while his wife lay dieing and Lorena was still married to Andy.
Who really believes nothing was happening with Lorena then? He will pay one day.
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I watched a few webcasts of the services recently from Solid Rock. It seems pretty
dead and the energy level isn't what it used to be. It seemed like even Dr Ed wasn't
able to fire them up anymore. Attendance is probably down a little from what a person
can tell by the livefeed. It also sounds like the financial situation is pretty tight.
Maybe that place is finally nearing the end of the line.

Stubby

Mar 11, 2013
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Financial problems at a very large church in another state. Be very careful.
http://www.nwitimes.com/news/local/lake/munst...

Elk River Mallard
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Stubby wrote:
Maybe that place is finally nearing the end of the line.

I hope so.
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It's so sad how much their deceitful preaching affects others. Anybody is allowed to
divorce, marry, cheat, steal...anything they say God told them to do! Lost my entire
family because of them. Now, granted..my life is so much better now with all the BS
out of my life, but the loss of my children...I'll never forgive that! To justify members
cheating on their spouses, just to keep the dwindling tithe and seed coming in?
Separating families to get the ones who question the goings on there? Bad Bill could
sleep with his own daughters and nobody would say anything about it! Wow...what a
bunch of deceived sheep!
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Hmmm, so Billy Bob Matthews says closing costs for refinancing would be about
$25,000. For years he has been telling the deceived there that the "mortgage" on the
church is about $200,000 give or take a few thousand. He has taken many
'offerings'(usually asking each family for $1000) over the years to help "pay down the
mortgage" Funny but not, the mortgage amount NEVER goes down. And $25,000 to
refinance a $200,000 mortgage?? There'll be some pocket change there left over for
Billy Bob no doubt. No one except Billy Bob even knows IF there is a 'mortgage'. The
truth is never told at SRC..It's just something sociopaths never do
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unbelievable wrote:
It's so sad how much their deceitful preaching affects others. Anybody is allowed to
divorce, marry, cheat, steal...anything they say God told them to do!.......Bad Bill
could sleep with his own daughters and nobody would say anything about it!
Wow...what a bunch of deceived sheep!

Of course God tells them to do these things. Steal his son's wife, sleeping with her
while his wife is in the next room dieing. Of course that is from God. But not the God I
serve, it is from the self righteous God in the head of these egotistical self rightious
charlatons. Hopefully Bill's daughters have more moral character than he does, but
would not be surprised if he did not attempt to seduce them as well.

oldtimer
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former follower wrote:
<quoted text> Of course God tells them to do these things. Steal his son's wife,
sleeping with her while his wife is in the next room dieing. Of course that is from God.
But not the God I serve, it is from the self righteous God in the head of these
egotistical self rightious charlatons. Hopefully Bill's daughters have more moral
character than he does, but would not be surprised if he did not attempt to seduce
them as well.

I don't know about that, but I do know that he was very cruel to those children. The
three oldest for sure. The saddest thing was that he made Mary spank them,very hard!
She was "with" him in this, but it did break her heart many times! I was forced into the
same behavior with my own children, due in large part to Bill's teaching. The one
difference was that my ex (never ever spanked as a child)RARELY spanked the kids,
only insisted that I did. Bill, however, seemed to relish hurting those children! Creepy! I
have to wonder if there is some degree of Stockholm Syndrome going on with the
three older children. How much will Slick Willie get by with? Again, Creepy!!!!

Lori
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Hello. I have known the Hoogenbooms for many years. My concern is that Rick and
Jim Hoogenboom now live together on the east side of Tucson. They work together all
day long, and live together ,too. They have kidnapped Mrs. Franz's child, Joshua, not
letting his mother see him. They are teaching Joshua to hate his mother and to disown
her. Apparently, Rick still has all of Darlene Franz's things, furniture, etc, and Jim
Hoogenboom and Rick use all of her things to furnish and decorate the bachelor pad
they live in. They sure party there and have a good share of sex with some real
floozies. Becky and Jim have been separated for around 3 years now. It is rumoured
that Becky is divorcing Jim.

More Elk River School Sports from Topix »
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Road Construction Around the Twin Cities and Hu...
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How did Hoogenboom close down CCC? What were the final days/weeks like? Was
there a final scandal that sent members rushing for the door or was it a gradual death?
When I quit attending he was collecting money to put up a metal building towards the
back of the parking lot. I smelled something very fishy right there and it wasn't just the
rotten fish grease smell in the rafters. I suspected it would never be built and so did
others but nobody would ever say anything out loud....people tended to blow off
obvious unrighteousness in that place, they'd just shrug their shoulders and I'd end up
looking like a divisive jerk for opening my mouth. But evidently others finally did catch
on, thank God. I learned a lesson though; I now know I was disobeying God by
continuing attendance there after I saw many things that weren't right, things that just
shouldn't be happening in a church where Jesus is Lord; and I paid a price for staying
as long as I did. Many times I left after a service feeling more burdened and troubled
than I did coming in. After I finally left and was told about Jim's swinging Elk River
days I understood finally why that church never seemed blessed by God; because Jim
himself wasn't under God's direction to pastor anymore. Instead it was a continual
struggle in the flesh to keep it going. The truly righteous people tended to stay only for
a while.
Tuesday Oct 15
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The Ol Wagonmaster wrote:
How did Hoogenboom close down CCC? What were the final days/weeks like? Was
there a final scandal that sent members rushing for the door or was it a gradual
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death?
When I quit attending he was collecting money to put up a metal building towards the
back of the parking lot. I smelled something very fishy right there and it wasn't just
the rotten fish grease smell in the rafters. I suspected it would never be built and so
did others but nobody would ever say anything out loud....people tended to blow off
obvious unrighteousness in that place, they'd just shrug their shoulders and I'd end
up looking like a divisive jerk for opening my mouth. But evidently others finally did
catch on, thank God. I learned a lesson though; I now know I was disobeying God by
continuing attendance there after I saw many things that weren't right, things that just
shouldn't be happening in a church where Jesus is Lord; and I paid a price for
staying as long as I did. Many times I left after a service feeling more burdened and
troubled than I did coming in. After I finally left and was told about Jim's swinging Elk
River days I understood finally why that church never seemed blessed by God;
because Jim himself wasn't under God's direction to pastor anymore. Instead it was
a continual struggle in the flesh to keep it going. The truly righteous people tended to
stay only for a while.

tricky. It would be very easy to get drawn into the
drama that they're trying to create, but do your best not
to let this happen and concentrate instead on the
emotions that lie behind this smokescreen that they've
created. What's really going on with them?

Get your Horoscope »

Seems so many of these 'men of God' have these 'callings' but there is always such a
struggle in the flesh to keep it going. Of course the real burden is placed on those that
are deceived and give until they have nothing else to give, some even giving all they
have in retirement for their older years. Then there is no one but the government to
take care of them cause they gave it all to these charlatons like Hogenboom,
DuFresne, Matthews, etc. Been there, done that, don't have a shirt though...

Oops

Tuesday Oct 15
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Tucson, AZ

Lori wrote:
Hello. I have known the Hoogenbooms for many years. My concern is that Rick and
Jim Hoogenboom now live together on the east side of Tucson. They work together
all day long, and live together ,too. They have kidnapped Mrs. Franz's child, Joshua,
not letting his mother see him. They are teaching Joshua to hate his mother and to
disown her. Apparently, Rick still has all of Darlene Franz's things, furniture, etc, and
Jim Hoogenboom and Rick use all of her things to furnish and decorate the bachelor
pad they live in. They sure party there and have a good share of sex with some real
floozies. Becky and Jim have been separated for around 3 years now. It is rumoured
that Becky is divorcing Jim.

Did Hoogenboom go back to Indiana ?

Stubby

Thursday Oct 17
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How sick must a person be to stand up and preach in front of a large congregation that
includes multiple women that you are sleeping with?
In the congregation there was Becky being the supportive pastor's wife. Also there are
the 3 (maybe more?) women who you are seeing on the side. Sitting with their
husbands and coming to church with their families. Then there are your daughters. All
this while preaching the great power of God to overcome. Instead of fessing up and
taking the cure, he ran off to Tucson(with a few obedient supporters?) and started
another church.
There I was playing the part of the joyful Christian. When I left church I was on that
"high" that felt so good. When it came time to be by myself things changed. Maybe
part of it was coming down from that high. I judged myself for every action and every
inaction. I should have done this when I had the chance, I shouldn't have done the
other thing. Why doesn't God work in my life like the way Pastor Hoogenboom says he
should? God seems to be working in the lives of others, why not me? There must be
something wrong with me. I repented of every little hidden sin I could think of. I beat
myself up mercilessly.
During this time I also learned to hold back in the presence of others. It wasn't
everybody but there always seemed to be somebody around to jump down your throat
if you said something that wasn't quite right. I was gripped by fear. I even saw the
counseling pastor, George O'brien, during this time. He figuratively stuck a knife in my
heart by violating one of the basic rules of counseling - confidentiality.
I will say that my years at ER AoG were the worst of my life and it took me many years
to recover from. How many lives have been damaged by the Hoogenboom and
Matthews over the years? There must be a lot of them.

Time To Tell It All

Thursday Oct 17
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This is a great reference site on Matthews' sick stuff that will hopefully never go away
along with the site below. Both sites are a reminder of the evil within the church
perpetrated by men of power and supported by unrighteous people seeking their share
of power or status, which was doled out by the leader to systematically gain control
over people. Yet, according to Jesus, there WILL be payback for all who have
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scattered God's sheep.
http://www.james417.org
Great mug shot of Dr. Bill Matthews along with his criminal record found in Sherburne
County, Minnesota at this link.

Time To Tell It All
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Somebody needs to write the book on Matthews and his cronies. Seems like a lot of
material online for a ghost writer to use. Such a book might be a best seller.

Elk River Mallard

Thursday Oct 17
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I recently watched a Solid Rock service via podcast. I think Matthews is getting worse.
He was doing his usual teaching on the only things that he ever teaches: prosperity,
healing and the “anointing”. As usual, his teaching was not accurate to the Bible, but
was all based on alleged experiences. As always, fund raising, was a big part of the
message.
Like Hooganboom, he is a disgrace and people like that don’t care what anyone thinks
or knows.
The sad thing is, no matter how clearly he might be exposed, there would still be
people who would be willing to follow him, just like with Hoogenboom.

guess what
Birmingham, AL

Time To Tell It All
Maple Grove, MN

Sad

Friday Oct 18
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Ed Dufresne & his long-time right hand man have died in a plane crash in Kansas.
Friday Oct 18
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http://www.kansas.com/2013/10/18/3065996/cali...
Friday Oct 18
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Although I didn't approve of Ed Dufrense's teachings, this is a very sad story.
http://murrieta.patch.com/groups/police-and-f...

lly prissy pants
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gentle readers,
while it may be true that he did remove money from his mother-in-law's account, i have
no doubt that this was done at the direction of the lord through the intervention of the
holy spirit. let us not judge this righteous man of god!

Karina

Friday
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Sad wrote:
Although I didn't approve of Ed Dufrense's teachings, this is a very sad story.
http://murrieta.patch.com/groups/police-and-f...

I agree it is very sad for his family

Elk River Mallard

Friday
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Albertville, MN

Sad wrote:
Although I didn't approve of Ed Dufrense's teachings, this is a very sad story.
http://murrieta.patch.com/groups/police-and-f...

Yes, it is sad for his family. Hopefully, God will use it to work in their lives. Whether or
not Dufresne was a believer, I don't know. I hope that he had a chance to repent on
the way down.
It will not surprise me if Matthews somehow uses this to raise money.

curious

Friday
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Modesto, CA

former follower wrote:
<quoted text>A shame that so many are harmed by these deceitful practices. But so
easy to be drawn in anddeceived.Been there done that, have the painful memories.
Dr Bill, DuFresne, Rojas, Jacobs, Copeland, Greer, etc use the pulpit a a means to
provide themselves with lavish lifestyle.

There are two Rojas pators.One in California and one in Texas i think. Which one are
you referring to?

former follower

4 hrs ago

Davenport, IA

#1549 |
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Curious, referring to the Rojas that identifies himself as the 'Holy Ghost' preacher.
Little short mouthy runt. It is a sad event for the families of DuFresne and his pilot. And
yes, Matthews and many others will attempt to use this as a means of raising more
money for themselves.
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Davenport, IA
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City

1

@Elk River Mallard: Those are sound reasoning and I have never really given it much
thought. I just took it that it was Dr Ed that posted it. I can't imagine why anyone would
post as DuFresne but your reasons make sense. I saw Edwards and several others
from DuFresne's group at Matthew's church like nothing ever happened. These so
called ministers are in it for themselves. I agree that any minister that says "Give to my
ministryand God will give to you" can not be trusted. Thanks for your insight.

former followers
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Steve Simpson wrote:
<quoted text>
I dont need starters- Im well into checking the academic credentials on a dozen of
these guys anyways- any info On the guys mentioned in my blog would be
appreciated, but more specifically Ed Dufresne for now- Thanks

Click for news, events and info in Elk River

Where can we find your blog? Would like to see who else we need tro watch out for.
There are so jany of these scam artist /con men outthere today that it is difficult finding
a place to worship where you can truly feel free and safe.
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Kalispell, MT

former followers wrote:
<quoted text> Where can we find your blog? Would like to see who else we need tro
watch out for. There are so jany of these scam artist /con men outthere today that it
is difficult finding a place to worship where you can truly feel free and safe.
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Davenport, IA
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Steve Simpson wrote:
<quoted text>
HERE thet are
http://2falseprophets.wordpress.com/2011/11/2... - 1300 reads!
http://www.scribd.com/doc/12825904/The-Three-... - 3200 reads!

Do you have any information on the ex-con now international traveling DR Randall
Greer? He is of the same ilk as these other DRs, just a different organization that
'competes' for money with the DuFresne group.

Gimmeabreak

Thursday Aug 8
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If you Dufresne you know he didn't write that letter. He couldn't put a statement that
coherent together.
It's interesting that a supposed profit (yes profit) wasn't able to discern the sinful things
that were going on in Bill Matthews life. The red flag should go been going off before
the action of marrying him to his daughter in law. Not after you received blow back
from other people for doing the wedding. Are you kidding me ? He excuses his actions
by saying As a profit they get tested more than the average person. Is there ever any
personal responsibility for the guys?

it_never_ends

Thursday Aug 8
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No, there never is any personal responsibility with anyone in that cult. Everything they
do, just find a scripture to bend to fit!.. tah-dah! It's just that easy. They could rob
banks, lie, cheat and steal and just get away with it. No prosecution, no repercussions.
There are so very many things that even heathen are disgusted by going on there. All
for the sake of the gospel.

ELK RIVER NEWS
Two injured after vehicle goes airborne, rolls
Nutrena SafeChoice brand expands trusted produc...
Nowthen man raped teen four times in one day, c...
Weekend dog show at Fairgrounds Park
Mystik Lubricants Terracross Championship to He...
More Elk River News from Topix »
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Albertville, MN

Gimmeabreak wrote:
If you Dufresne you know he didn't write that letter. He couldn't put a statement that
coherent together.
It's interesting that a supposed profit (yes profit) wasn't able to discern the sinful
things that were going on in Bill Matthews life. The red flag should go been going off
before the action of marrying him to his daughter in law. Not after you received blow
back from other people for doing the wedding. Are you kidding me ? He excuses his
actions by saying As a profit they get tested more than the average person. Is there
ever any personal responsibility for the guys?

From your post it sounds as if you might have heard Ed Dufresne making excuses for
supporting Bill and performing his wedding ceremony. Is this true? Is he saying that
situation was a test for him because he is a prophet? If so, how does he excuse the
fact that he failed that test?

Stubby

Sunday Aug 11
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I did notice something when watching one of Bill's sermons recently. Take note of how
many times he uses the words "I" and "me". It is just sickening.

Elk River Mallard

Sunday Aug 11
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No, there never is any personal responsibility with anyone in that cult. Everything
they do, just find a scripture to bend to fit!.. tah-dah! It's just that easy. They could rob
banks, lie, cheat and steal and just get away with it. No prosecution, no
repercussions. There are so very many things that even heathen are disgusted by
going on there. All for the sake of the gospel.

I agree with everything you said, except for the last sentence. The corruption in that
church is not for "the sake of the gospel". At best, it is distorted gospel in that church,
not the true gospel.

it_never_ends

Monday Aug 12
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Yah, I'm well aware that it's a distorted gospel. Just repeating something I heard there
almost every time I had to sit and swallow BS. I forgive them for how they tore my life
apart, only because I need peace...but I will never forget. Just glad I found out the
truth. The thought of the damage being done to the children there, brings me to tears
though.

Elk River Mallard

Wednesday Aug 21
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I wrote this for a Facebook post and I think it appropriate for this forum, too:
Can you think of a greater conflict of interest than these two?: I think they are a tie.
One is when a teenage boy says to his girlfriend,“If you really love me, you will prove
your love”. The other is from preachers, especially, but not only on TV, when they
say:“Give to my ministry and God will give money to you”. That would include people
like Benny Hinn, Jesse Duplantis, Ken Copeland, Mike Murdock, INSP network and
TBN. We have a church right here in Elk River that is known for this practice. There
are many who do this. You can read about them in 2 Peter 1-3:
2 But there were false prophets also among the people, even as there shall be false
teachers among you, who privily shall bring in damnable heresies, even denying the
Lord that bought them, and bring upon themselves swift destruction.
2 And many shall follow their pernicious ways; by reason of whom the way of truth
shall be evil spoken of.
3 And through covetousness shall they with feigned words make merchandise of you:
whose judgment now of a long time lingereth not, and their damnation slumbereth not.
“With covetousness shall they with feigned words make merchandise of you”. That
covetousness is clearly displayed in those asking, but is may also be in those giving,
so they can get.

abd

Wednesday Aug 21
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Framingham, MA

no name wrote:
One morning while we attending src, I saw a blackbird fly in, flew around a couple of
times and left. Ed Dufresne"s was preaching. The Bible makes thing very clear in
Leviticus 20:12.

?

abd
Framingham, MA

Time To Tell It All
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So, after all of Dr. Bill's apostasy and crimes against God, is his ministry doing well in
Elk River or is it still slowly dying off? Speak up those of you who still attend this house
of Satan. What do you know? Isn't it time to tell it all?

BILEFROMTHEPITOF
MYSTOMACH
Elk River, MN

Thursday Aug 22
Judged:
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I live about a mile from that church, I see the comings and goings. A rough estimate of
memebers or attenders, I would say to be about 20, including and mostly, family or
members who have married into that "church", cult! Occasionally, I've noticed some
new ppl, but they seem to be there long enough to get drained of any money they may
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have had, and then leave. I remember bill saying many times..."feed the sheep, milk
the goats". And that's exactly what he does. Good job "billy" Im sure God is proud of
you and all you have accomplished! NOT!!!!

Evil Doings

Thursday Aug 22
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Just a little more info. for those interested. I recently had to remove any and all of the
flowers and items that reminded me of Mary, at her grave site. The bastards from that
cult have continued to steal things that have been placed there in remembrance of
her. I find it rather vindictive and cruel of them to continue to take items they want to
from her site, pretty sure I know who it is, its unfortunate that the remaining family
members continue to display that sense of entitlement, not the Christian character I
want to display. Just sayin!

Elk River Mallard

Thursday Aug 22
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Time To Tell It All wrote:
So, after all of Dr. Bill's apostasy and crimes against God, is his ministry doing well in
Elk River or is it still slowly dying off? Speak up those of you who still attend this
house of Satan. What do you know? Isn't it time to tell it all?

I watched their podcast a couple of months ago and Dr. Bill claimed that there are
about 100 families in the church. He was talking about their refinancing of the building.
He said that the closing cost for the refi would be $25,000. He suggested that each
family chip in $100/month for three months, so they could raise enough to pay the
closing costs. That would, of course, actually raise $30,000. He mentioned that and,
as I remember, said that maybe some people would miss some payments, thus it
would ensure enough cash for the refi.

Stubby

Saturday Aug 31

Beulah, ND
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More harm being done by A "FAITH" church:
http://religion.blogs.cnn.com/2013/08/29/ex-e...

former follower

5 hrs ago
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Davenport, IA

Stubby wrote:
More harm being done by A "FAITH" church:
http://religion.blogs.cnn.com/2013/08/29/ex-e...

A shame that so many are harmed by these deceitful practices. But so easy to be
drawn in anddeceived.Been there done that, have the painful memories. Dr Bill,
DuFresne, Rojas, Jacobs, Copeland, Greer, etc use the pulpit a a means to provide
themselves with lavish lifestyle.

former follower

4 hrs ago

Davenport, IA
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Dr Bill and his daughter in law wife are such shining examples of christian living. A
preacher who jumps in bed with his son's wife while his own wife and helpmate lies in
the next bedroom dieing. And a wife who hops in bed with her husband's father Quess
Bill was adding his 'personal touch' to Lorena during counseling and Lorena was just
helping Bill with his needs. Sounds like rationale that DuFresne followers would use.
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It's so sad how much their deceitful preaching affects others. Anybody is allowed to
divorce, marry, cheat, steal...anything they say God told them to do! Lost my entire
family because of them. Now, granted..my life is so much better now with all the BS
out of my life, but the loss of my children...I'll never forgive that! To justify members
cheating on their spouses, just to keep the dwindling tithe and seed coming in?
Separating families to get the ones who question the goings on there? Bad Bill could
sleep with his own daughters and nobody would say anything about it! Wow...what a
bunch of deceived sheep!

City

Elk River

State

Minnesota

ELK RIVER NEWS, EVENTS & INFO

Sewage

Sep 7, 2013
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Hmmm, so Billy Bob Matthews says closing costs for refinancing would be about
$25,000. For years he has been telling the deceived there that the "mortgage" on the
church is about $200,000 give or take a few thousand. He has taken many
'offerings'(usually asking each family for $1000) over the years to help "pay down the
mortgage" Funny but not, the mortgage amount NEVER goes down. And $25,000 to
refinance a $200,000 mortgage?? There'll be some pocket change there left over for
Billy Bob no doubt. No one except Billy Bob even knows IF there is a 'mortgage'. The
truth is never told at SRC..It's just something sociopaths never do
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unbelievable wrote:
It's so sad how much their deceitful preaching affects others. Anybody is allowed to
divorce, marry, cheat, steal...anything they say God told them to do!.......Bad Bill
could sleep with his own daughters and nobody would say anything about it!
Wow...what a bunch of deceived sheep!

Of course God tells them to do these things. Steal his son's wife, sleeping with her
while his wife is in the next room dieing. Of course that is from God. But not the God I
serve, it is from the self righteous God in the head of these egotistical self rightious
charlatons. Hopefully Bill's daughters have more moral character than he does, but
would not be surprised if he did not attempt to seduce them as well.

oldtimer

Friday Sep 20
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former follower wrote:
<quoted text> Of course God tells them to do these things. Steal his son's wife,
sleeping with her while his wife is in the next room dieing. Of course that is from God.
But not the God I serve, it is from the self righteous God in the head of these
egotistical self rightious charlatons. Hopefully Bill's daughters have more moral
character than he does, but would not be surprised if he did not attempt to seduce
them as well.

I don't know about that, but I do know that he was very cruel to those children. The
three oldest for sure. The saddest thing was that he made Mary spank them,very hard!
She was "with" him in this, but it did break her heart many times! I was forced into the
same behavior with my own children, due in large part to Bill's teaching. The one
difference was that my ex (never ever spanked as a child)RARELY spanked the kids,
only insisted that I did. Bill, however, seemed to relish hurting those children! Creepy! I
have to wonder if there is some degree of Stockholm Syndrome going on with the
three older children. How much will Slick Willie get by with? Again, Creepy!!!!

Lori

Saturday Oct 5
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ELK RIVER SCHOOL SPORTS
Prep report: Duluth East tennis earns state berth

1

Hello. I have known the Hoogenbooms for many years. My concern is that Rick and
Jim Hoogenboom now live together on the east side of Tucson. They work together all
day long, and live together ,too. They have kidnapped Mrs. Franz's child, Joshua, not
letting his mother see him. They are teaching Joshua to hate his mother and to disown
her. Apparently, Rick still has all of Darlene Franz's things, furniture, etc, and Jim
Hoogenboom and Rick use all of her things to furnish and decorate the bachelor pad
they live in. They sure party there and have a good share of sex with some real
floozies. Becky and Jim have been separated for around 3 years now. It is rumoured
that Becky is divorcing Jim.

More Elk River School Sports from Topix »

ELK RIVER NEWS
2 boys arrested in Sherburne County after chase
Elk River grandmother, granddaughters volunteer...
Road Construction Around the Twin Cities and Hu...
Emmer stars in controversial TV commercial
Emmer's TV pitch questioned

The Ol
Wagonmaster
Since: Sep 11

9
out on the lone prairee

former follower
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How did Hoogenboom close down CCC? What were the final days/weeks like? Was
there a final scandal that sent members rushing for the door or was it a gradual death?
When I quit attending he was collecting money to put up a metal building towards the
back of the parking lot. I smelled something very fishy right there and it wasn't just the
rotten fish grease smell in the rafters. I suspected it would never be built and so did
others but nobody would ever say anything out loud....people tended to blow off
obvious unrighteousness in that place, they'd just shrug their shoulders and I'd end up
looking like a divisive jerk for opening my mouth. But evidently others finally did catch
on, thank God. I learned a lesson though; I now know I was disobeying God by
continuing attendance there after I saw many things that weren't right, things that just
shouldn't be happening in a church where Jesus is Lord; and I paid a price for staying
as long as I did. Many times I left after a service feeling more burdened and troubled
than I did coming in. After I finally left and was told about Jim's swinging Elk River
days I understood finally why that church never seemed blessed by God; because Jim
himself wasn't under God's direction to pastor anymore. Instead it was a continual
struggle in the flesh to keep it going. The truly righteous people tended to stay only for
a while.
Tuesday Oct 15
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The Ol Wagonmaster wrote:
How did Hoogenboom close down CCC? What were the final days/weeks like? Was
there a final scandal that sent members rushing for the door or was it a gradual
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death?
When I quit attending he was collecting money to put up a metal building towards the
back of the parking lot. I smelled something very fishy right there and it wasn't just
the rotten fish grease smell in the rafters. I suspected it would never be built and so
did others but nobody would ever say anything out loud....people tended to blow off
obvious unrighteousness in that place, they'd just shrug their shoulders and I'd end
up looking like a divisive jerk for opening my mouth. But evidently others finally did
catch on, thank God. I learned a lesson though; I now know I was disobeying God by
continuing attendance there after I saw many things that weren't right, things that just
shouldn't be happening in a church where Jesus is Lord; and I paid a price for
staying as long as I did. Many times I left after a service feeling more burdened and
troubled than I did coming in. After I finally left and was told about Jim's swinging Elk
River days I understood finally why that church never seemed blessed by God;
because Jim himself wasn't under God's direction to pastor anymore. Instead it was
a continual struggle in the flesh to keep it going. The truly righteous people tended to
stay only for a while.

tricky. It would be very easy to get drawn into the
drama that they're trying to create, but do your best not
to let this happen and concentrate instead on the
emotions that lie behind this smokescreen that they've
created. What's really going on with them?

Get your Horoscope »

Seems so many of these 'men of God' have these 'callings' but there is always such a
struggle in the flesh to keep it going. Of course the real burden is placed on those that
are deceived and give until they have nothing else to give, some even giving all they
have in retirement for their older years. Then there is no one but the government to
take care of them cause they gave it all to these charlatons like Hogenboom,
DuFresne, Matthews, etc. Been there, done that, don't have a shirt though...

Oops

Tuesday Oct 15
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Tucson, AZ

Lori wrote:
Hello. I have known the Hoogenbooms for many years. My concern is that Rick and
Jim Hoogenboom now live together on the east side of Tucson. They work together
all day long, and live together ,too. They have kidnapped Mrs. Franz's child, Joshua,
not letting his mother see him. They are teaching Joshua to hate his mother and to
disown her. Apparently, Rick still has all of Darlene Franz's things, furniture, etc, and
Jim Hoogenboom and Rick use all of her things to furnish and decorate the bachelor
pad they live in. They sure party there and have a good share of sex with some real
floozies. Becky and Jim have been separated for around 3 years now. It is rumoured
that Becky is divorcing Jim.

Did Hoogenboom go back to Indiana ?

Stubby

Thursday Oct 17
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How sick must a person be to stand up and preach in front of a large congregation that
includes multiple women that you are sleeping with?
In the congregation there was Becky being the supportive pastor's wife. Also there are
the 3 (maybe more?) women who you are seeing on the side. Sitting with their
husbands and coming to church with their families. Then there are your daughters. All
this while preaching the great power of God to overcome. Instead of fessing up and
taking the cure, he ran off to Tucson(with a few obedient supporters?) and started
another church.
There I was playing the part of the joyful Christian. When I left church I was on that
"high" that felt so good. When it came time to be by myself things changed. Maybe
part of it was coming down from that high. I judged myself for every action and every
inaction. I should have done this when I had the chance, I shouldn't have done the
other thing. Why doesn't God work in my life like the way Pastor Hoogenboom says he
should? God seems to be working in the lives of others, why not me? There must be
something wrong with me. I repented of every little hidden sin I could think of. I beat
myself up mercilessly.
During this time I also learned to hold back in the presence of others. It wasn't
everybody but there always seemed to be somebody around to jump down your throat
if you said something that wasn't quite right. I was gripped by fear. I even saw the
counseling pastor, George O'brien, during this time. He figuratively stuck a knife in my
heart by violating one of the basic rules of counseling - confidentiality.
I will say that my years at ER AoG were the worst of my life and it took me many years
to recover from. How many lives have been damaged by the Hoogenboom and
Matthews over the years? There must be a lot of them.

Time To Tell It All
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This is a great reference site on Matthews' sick stuff that will hopefully never go away
along with the site below. Both sites are a reminder of the evil within the church
perpetrated by men of power and supported by unrighteous people seeking their share
of power or status, which was doled out by the leader to systematically gain control
over people. Yet, according to Jesus, there WILL be payback for all who have
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scattered God's sheep.
http://www.james417.org
Great mug shot of Dr. Bill Matthews along with his criminal record found in Sherburne
County, Minnesota at this link.

Time To Tell It All
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Somebody needs to write the book on Matthews and his cronies. Seems like a lot of
material online for a ghost writer to use. Such a book might be a best seller.

Elk River Mallard

Thursday Oct 17
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I recently watched a Solid Rock service via podcast. I think Matthews is getting worse.
He was doing his usual teaching on the only things that he ever teaches: prosperity,
healing and the “anointing”. As usual, his teaching was not accurate to the Bible, but
was all based on alleged experiences. As always, fund raising, was a big part of the
message.
Like Hooganboom, he is a disgrace and people like that don’t care what anyone thinks
or knows.
The sad thing is, no matter how clearly he might be exposed, there would still be
people who would be willing to follow him, just like with Hoogenboom.

guess what
Birmingham, AL

Time To Tell It All
Maple Grove, MN

Sad
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Ed Dufresne & his long-time right hand man have died in a plane crash in Kansas.
Friday Oct 18
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http://www.kansas.com/2013/10/18/3065996/cali...
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Although I didn't approve of Ed Dufrense's teachings, this is a very sad story.
http://murrieta.patch.com/groups/police-and-f...

lly prissy pants
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gentle readers,
while it may be true that he did remove money from his mother-in-law's account, i have
no doubt that this was done at the direction of the lord through the intervention of the
holy spirit. let us not judge this righteous man of god!

Karina

Friday
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Hayward, CA

Judged:

1

Sad wrote:
Although I didn't approve of Ed Dufrense's teachings, this is a very sad story.
http://murrieta.patch.com/groups/police-and-f...

I agree it is very sad for his family

Elk River Mallard

Friday

#1547 |
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Albertville, MN

Sad wrote:
Although I didn't approve of Ed Dufrense's teachings, this is a very sad story.
http://murrieta.patch.com/groups/police-and-f...

Yes, it is sad for his family. Hopefully, God will use it to work in their lives. Whether or
not Dufresne was a believer, I don't know. I hope that he had a chance to repent on
the way down.
It will not surprise me if Matthews somehow uses this to raise money.

curious

Friday
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Modesto, CA

former follower wrote:
<quoted text>A shame that so many are harmed by these deceitful practices. But so
easy to be drawn in anddeceived.Been there done that, have the painful memories.
Dr Bill, DuFresne, Rojas, Jacobs, Copeland, Greer, etc use the pulpit a a means to
provide themselves with lavish lifestyle.

There are two Rojas pators.One in California and one in Texas i think. Which one are
you referring to?

former follower

4 hrs ago

Davenport, IA

#1549 |
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Curious, referring to the Rojas that identifies himself as the 'Holy Ghost' preacher.
Little short mouthy runt. It is a sad event for the families of DuFresne and his pilot. And
yes, Matthews and many others will attempt to use this as a means of raising more
money for themselves.
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Elk River pastor charged
Jan 14, 2011 | Posted by: roboblogger | Full story: Star News - Home

The Rev. William Neal Matthews, the pastor of Solid Rock Church and World Outreach
Center, allegedly transferred money out of his mother-in-law's account while acting as the
94-year-old woman's power of attorney, according to a criminal complaint filed Jan.
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Judge it! | Report Abuse | Reply »

Tucson, AZ

Hoogenboom has some sermon videos posted on Youtube again. They seem to come
and go. Watched one for a few minutes, had some OK stuff and some made-up
theology just like always. Can't tell if there's actually an audience in front of him. I don't
understand why he keeps it up anymore when he should be making it big as a usedcar salesman.
Maybe he's still dreaming of having his own TV station.

its pointless

Dec 30, 2013

#1572 |

Judge it! | Report Abuse | Reply »

Elk River, MN

Judged:

1

Elk River Mallard wrote:
This website exposes many of the big charlatans such as Benny Hinn, Ken
Copeland, Jesse Duplantis and Joyce Meyer. For those of you who have been
victims of Solid Rock, it may provide some useful info. It also has a Victims' "Hotline"
where you can report specific abuses that you may have experienced.
http://trinityfi.org/

What would be the point of reporting anything, its not like legal action can take place.

Elk River Mallard

Dec 30, 2013
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its pointless wrote:
<quoted text>
What would be the point of reporting anything, its not like legal action can take place.
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One of the reasons, is that it may help to educate people and protect them from this
crap. I realize that many people are taken in and impossible to reach, but some may
see the truth.
Another reason is Ephesians 5:11, which says: Do not participate in the unfruitful
deeds of darkness, but instead even expose them;

Stubby

Jan 6, 2014
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Beulah, ND
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I watched some of the webcast yesterday for the first time in a while. This is what I
learned: The sermon was a whole lot of dad Hagin said this and Ed Dufresne said
that. God delivered Bill Matthews from BMW's and Rolex watches. You have to give
more this year than you did last year. If you spend some money on yourself and get a
new boat, car, or home; you are walking away from God. In other words, you are not
allowed to have a life. The singing (Rachael?) seems to be getting worse - it has
become painful. There also seems to be a few less people in the congregation. There
was also a "real special anointing" in both services.

Elk River Mallard

Find my Match

Jan 6, 2014

#1575 |

Experienced Class A CDL Truck Drivers
Elk River, MN
Truck Driver - Class A CDL Driver...
Osseo, MN
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I saw just a bit of it at the end. Matthews said that everyone should bring their
checkbook to every service and give in every offering. I think that it is rare for them to
have less than at least two offerings in each service.

Elk River Mallard

Jan 6, 2014
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Here is some stuff that I didn't know about "Dad Hagen":
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http://www.forgottenword.org/hagin.html
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I'am so f-ing sick of the bullshit bill Matthews pulls, and whats with dee v. and randy g.
apparently their willing to go along with the lies they are told, such a disappointment.
I'm not at all surprised though, just extreamly disappointed.

former follower

Feb 9, 2014
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Davenport, IA

Rumor has it that Dr Bill is now "counseling" another lady with "marital problems".

former follower

Feb 9, 2014
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Davenport, IA

Mindy wrote:
<quoted text>
Let me see if I can help clarify this a little. Starting with "doctor Bill Matthews". He
married Lorena (andy's ex wife), Lorena has two brothers. Mario and Estuardo. Mario
married "Doctor Bill Matthews'" niece, Renee (His sister's daughter). Estuardo
married Bill Jr.'s sister in law (his wife's sister by adoption). "Doctor Bill Matthews'"
nephew(his sister's son, also Renee's brother), Peter, married Heidi Smith. Heidi's
brother, Ken, married Chelsea Matthews ("Doctor Bill Matthews'" oldest daughter).
That makes many of the children of these marriages cousins on both sides. It also
means "Doctor Bill Matthews'" sister has the same in laws by her daughter AND her
brother.
Part of the reason for all this "inter marriage" is because the people in this group are
taught it is not good to marry (or date) anyone from outside the group, it is even
looked down upon to date someone from a different church. The group has become
increasingly smaller, so the options are fewer and farther between. Most of their
children also attend the school at the church, and sports are discouraged, so there
are not many places left to meet other people.

This Kid Is NOT Happy About Having
Another Little Sister, and His Reaction
Is Hilarious

7 Stunningly Beautiful Closeups of
Butterfly Wings. These Will Take Your
Breath Away.

May be even more closely related family counceling happening now if rumors are true.
Of course they will be led by God to do whatever / whoever it is they are doing

nate

Feb 9, 2014
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His counseling always turns out fantastic!! Worked for Andy..(his wife married his dad)
Worked for me..(my wife married my friend).. the list goes on and on. What a corrupt
useless piece of garbage. I actually hope there is a god, and a judgement day!! Let the
f****** burn in hell!

Watch This Deaf Woman Hear for the
First Time and Be Overwhelmed with
Joy
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Feb 9, 2014
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Beulah, ND

I tuned into the u-stream web cast today. I was doing some other stuff so I wasn't
paying real close attention. In addition to his usual ramblings and tall tales, Bill Jr
came up to collect an offering to by Dr. Bill an automobile. It just keeps getting weirder.

former follower

Feb 9, 2014

#1582 |
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Davenport, IA

Stubby wrote:
I tuned into the u-stream web cast today. I was doing some other stuff so I wasn't
paying real close attention. In addition to his usual ramblings and tall tales, Bill Jr
came up to collect an offering to by Dr. Bill an automobile. It just keeps getting
weirder.

Of courseyou have to buy the pastor an automobile. It's called a "love offering" and
showing "honor" to the shephard that 'protects' the flock. Automobiles, Rolexes,
vacations, etc. while the 'flock' struggles to put food on their own tables. That is the
way it is done by these charlatons.

former follower

Feb 9, 2014

#1583 |
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nate wrote:
His counseling always turns out fantastic!! Worked for Andy..(his wife married his
dad) Worked for me..(my wife married my friend).. the list goes on and on. What a
corrupt useless piece of garbage. I actually hope there is a god, and a judgement
day!! Let the f****** burn in hell!

Dr Bill's counseling works well for him. Bet he 'counseled' your ex wife same as he did
Lorena even while she was married to you and Lorena was still married to Andy. He
gets a little sample so he can advise what may be missing.
Friday Feb 28
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Wow,...how rude and inconsiderate of me! I never gave you all the opportunity to buy
me a new car. I'm ever so sorry!! There are kick backs in heaven, and giving into this
might get you a better seat. Wtf. Oh yah, and y'all can pay off my stolen house that
was paid off but loaned against so I don't have to fly coach or business class.
Unfriggenreal!!
Just keep following the wolf you stupid sheep.

former follower
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Search
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2

There are many of us who have been hurt by the “ministries” of Elk River
Assembly/Solid Rock Church. My family and I are among those who were affected by
the “ministries” of both Jim Hooganboom and Bill Mathews. There are many others
who report that they have been abused and hurt by the leadership of that church.
Since you are reading this, you may be among that crowd. When we left there, it took
a while to find a good church, but we finally did. Many of you also are now in a good
church, but some are in another abusive church and/or another church that teaches
questionable doctrine. Some have abandoned church. I am concerned for those who
are currently hurting and may be bitter. There are some who blame God. If you are
among that group, I can understand that you have experienced a great deal of pain
and disillusion. I notice that there was a poster who said something to the effect that
he/she was going to demand some explaining from God at the judgement seat. First of
all, when you stand in the presence of God, you are going to know much more than
you know now. At that point, you will know better than to question or criticize God.
Secondly, while it is true that you have suffered a great deal of pain, that is something
that the book of 1 Peter tells us that we can expect. Jesus, Paul and James also told
us that there will be suffering and trials in this life. We do not expect those trials and
suffering to come at the hand of those who claim to be spiritual leaders, but it does
happen. Paul experienced it too. Besides that, who of us can say that there is
evidence that the leadership of that church is made up of people who are born-again?
With all of that said, if you were hurt by that church, do not blame God, but allow it to
be a trial that God has brought you through and out of. It is trials and tribulation that
can bring us to a closer walk with God. I hope that you will consider what I am saying.
Our trials in Elk River do not compare with the trials that Christians around the world
are experiencing. Therefore, I hope that you will allow those trials to bring you closer
to God and you will always want to be in a close walk with Him, no matter what.

nate
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nate wrote:
Wow,...how rude and inconsiderate of me! I never gave you all the opportunity to buy
me a new car. I'm ever so sorry!! There are kick backs in heaven, and giving into this
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me a new car. I'm ever so sorry!! There are kick backs in heaven, and giving into this
might get you a better seat. Wtf. Oh yah, and y'all can pay off my stolen house that
was paid off but loaned against so I don't have to fly coach or business class.
Unfriggenreal!!
Just keep following the wolf you stupid sheep.

forgot to mention the "extra" benefits of "counseling".

Oh Oh

Sunday Mar 23
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Latest Elk River Paper contains the annual "Oh Oh Forgot to pay property Taxes"
page. Anyone want to guess what church (SRC) forgot to pay their property taxes
again??? This minister and church haven't missed a year!
Maybe they could not scrape up the huge amount due in property taxes because the
amount would cause a hardship?(Taxes due $252.05)
-sigh.

Stubby
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Is Bill's business, Matthews Motors, still around?
I saw yesterday they were trying to raise $1600 to send Bill to Argentina. for a
"missions" trip. I would imagine they can bring in a fair amount of cash on one of those
deals. Ricky Powers was there earlier in the week and implied that Bill had money
problems.

former follower

Yesterday
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Davenport, IA

Stubby wrote:
Is Bill's business, Matthews Motors, still around?
I saw yesterday they were trying to raise $1600 to send Bill to Argentina. for a
"missions" trip. I would imagine they can bring in a fair amount of cash on one of
those deals. Ricky Powers was there earlier in the week and implied that Bill had
money problems.

Powers is another charlaton who mooches off churches while living a lavish lifestyle.
Jimmy Powers Ministries, DR Powers no less, is a scam. Like Dr Dollar Bill Matthews,
he tries to control his children's lives, not just when they are young but when they
become adults as well. Haven't heard of him 'taking' one of his daughter-in-laws yet
but only a matter of time.

Elk River Mallard

23 hrs ago
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I watched some of the Wednesday night service and I have a couple of observations:
The topic was mostly centered around healing. Dr. Matthews gave the impression that
we can always be healed. I know that I have mentioned this before, but I couldn't help
thinking, if Dr. M teaches that healing is a sure thing, why does he still have to wear
glasses? With the thick "anointing" that was allegedly present, it doesn't make sense
that his vision can't be cured, when he is telling everyone else that they can be healed.
Here is another thought: If everyone is always healed, why do so many come forward
for healing so often? When a big crowd comes forward for healing that is one more
reason to stay away from that place.....I don't want to risk catching something from all
of those sick people.
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The Rev. William Neal Matthews, the pastor of Solid Rock Church and World Outreach Center,
allegedly transferred money out of his mother-in-law's account while acting as the 94-year-old
woman's power of attorney, according to a criminal complaint filed Jan.
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Elk River Mallard wrote:
I watched some of the Wednesday night service and I have a couple of observations:
The topic was mostly centered around healing. Dr. Matthews gave the impression
that we can always be healed. I know that I have mentioned this before, but I couldn't
help thinking, if Dr. M teaches that healing is a sure thing, why does he still have to
wear glasses? With the thick "anointing" that was allegedly present, it doesn't make
sense that his vision can't be cured, when he is telling everyone else that they can be
healed.
Here is another thought: If everyone is always healed, why do so many come forward
for healing so often? When a big crowd comes forward for healing that is one more
reason to stay away from that place.....I don't want to risk catching something from all
of those sick people.

to be healed, you have to believe and have faith. that faith extendsw to giving
all you have and believing you will be taken care of. So, you need to give more
of what you have so you can be healed. Yes, a subtle way of saying give me
more so I can live better.
DR Bill is ot 'healed' so he can be an example of even though you may not geet
healing this time, keep believing (and giving) and you will get the healing. Just
maybe after youhave nothing left or when you are put in your grave, then you
are healed of all the sicknesses yyou may have on this earth.
Judged:

cousin

#1592

1

Judge it! Report Abuse

Reply »

25

Near ZIP:
to

40

55330

Find my Match
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Tucson, AZ
former follower wrote:
<quoted text>to be healed, you have to believe and have faith. that faith extendsw to
giving all you have and believing you will be taken care of. So, you need to give more
of what you have so you can be healed. Yes, a subtle way of saying give me more so
I can live better.
DR Bill is ot 'healed' so he can be an example of even though you may not geet
healing this time, keep believing (and giving) and you will get the healing. Just maybe
after youhave nothing left or when you are put in your grave, then you are healed of

Lower Your
Monthly Payment
Today! Calculate
your new
payment for
FREE. Refinance
or Purchase.

Post a Job
www.TheEasyLoanSite.com

Lead Therapeutic Recreation Assistant
Minneapolis, MN - Catholic Eldercare

Job title, company
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after youhave nothing left or when you are put in your grave, then you are healed of
all the sicknesses yyou may have on this earth.

Support in

Shock You

his poor wife Mary. She gave until she died.
Judged:

Stubby
Hazen, ND

#1593

Judge it! Report Abuse

1

Apr 2, 2014

$Bill has an excuse for his glasses. According to $Bill, God healed his eyesight
but $Bill had doubts about it, so God took the healing back. I heard him say this
on one of the webcasts in the last year or so.
Judge it! Report Abuse

Elk River Mallard

Reply »

#1594

29 Totally Bizarre Celebrity
Friendships

Reply »

Apr 2, 2014

Elk River, MN
Stubby wrote:
$Bill has an excuse for his glasses. According to $Bill, God healed his eyesight but
$Bill had doubts about it, so God took the healing back. I heard him say this on one
of the webcasts in the last year or so.

The 33 Most Horrifying Repair Jobs
You Will Ever See

Yep, I heard him say that too, but it seems that if his teaching is followed, he
could just repent of his former doubts and re-do it, now that he claims that
everyone can always be healed and that it is a sure thing if his formula is
followed.
Judge it! Report Abuse

whatsnew

#1595

Reply »
32 Celebs Who Owe Their Smiles To
Cosmetic Dentistry

Apr 3, 2014

Elk River, MN
former follower wrote:
Rumor has it that Dr Bill is now "counseling" another lady with "marital problems".

Who is this couple with marriage problems? I would think marriage problems
are pretty common in that group. Mostly because they are always short on
money, but also because they have to be constantly wrestling with themselves
about the difference between right and wrong. Deep inside you know the
difference, but when you listen to someone telling you something else, it would
cause a lot of stress.
Rumor also has it that Bill's oldest daughter and her family are moving to
California.
Judged:

former follower

#1596

1

1

1

Judge it! Report Abuse

46 Pregnancy Photos That Should
Never Have Happened
MORE FROM OFFBEAT 

Reply »

Apr 5, 2014

East Moline, IL
Stubby wrote:
$Bill has an excuse for his glasses. According to $Bill, God healed his eyesight but
$Bill had doubts about it, so God took the healing back. I heard him say this on one
of the webcasts in the last year or so.

Yep, heard 'DR' Bill say that too. Of course he always has an excuse for
everything to justify whatever he does. Just as God told him to take Lorena,
even while Mary lay in her deathbed in the other bedroom. Mary gave all. What
a shame she had to endure the emotional, as well as, the physical abuse of
'DR' Bill. Now her children must continue with the pain inflicted by this 'man of
God'.
Judged:

WTF

#1597

3

Judge it! Report Abuse

Reply »

Apr 24, 2014

MORE VIDEOS 

Elk River, MN
cousin wrote:
<quoted text>
his poor wife Mary. She gave until she died.

Yes she did...Where's the justice in that?
Judged:

WTF

#1598

1

Judge it! Report Abuse

Reply »

Apr 24, 2014

Elk River, MN
whatsnew wrote:
<quoted text>
Who is this couple with marriage problems? I would think marriage problems are
pretty common in that group. Mostly because they are always short on money, but
also because they have to be constantly wrestling with themselves about the
difference between right and wrong. Deep inside you know the difference, but when
you listen to someone telling you something else, it would cause a lot of stress.
Rumor also has it that Bill's oldest daughter and her family are moving to California.

Which 'Brady Bunch' Character Are
You?
MORE QUIZZES 

Yep saw the video myself, Chelsea is looking at moving, good for her, that's
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Yep saw the video myself, Chelsea is looking at moving, good for her, that's
exactly what her and her family need...Run forest...Run!!!!
Judged:

sheesh
Elk River, MN

#1599

4

3

1

Judge it! Report Abuse

Apr 27, 2014

Can you believe it?....dollar bill still taking money from children during the
'meetings' or 'services' or whatever he calls them. Talk about hard up.
Judge it! Report Abuse

former follower

Reply »

#1600

Miley Cyrus' Crazy
Dating Rules

14 Stars Who Have
Terrible Teeth

14 Famous People Who
Have Been Reported
Missing

Jennifer Aniston Gets
Very Personal

Reply »

May 18, 2014

East Moline, IL
sheesh wrote:
Can you believe it?....dollar bill still taking money from children during the 'meetings'
or 'services' or whatever he calls them. Talk about hard up.

yep, can believe it. Would believe most anything about "Dr" Bill and this group
except that he really cares for anyone but himself. Lorena must be proud.. Don't
know how she can walk in that church or anywhere and hold her head up. Plus
she has to know what Bill is doing during his 'counseling' session. After all, he
'counseled' her.
Judged:

Elk River Mallard
Elk River, MN

Judge it! Report Abuse

3

Reply »

ELK RIVER PEOPLE SEARCH
Addresses and phone numbers for FREE
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#1601

Elk River

Jun 24, 2014
State

Good article on false teachers:

Minnesota

http://www.challies.com/articles/lessons-ive-...
Judge it! Report Abuse

Reply »
ELK RIVER NEWS, EVENTS & INFO

former follower
Moline, IL

cousin

#1602

Jul 5, 2014

false teacher, egomaniacs... In it for the money, and only concerned for
themselves, what they can get. No thoughts to who gets hurts.

#1603

Jul 5, 2014

Judge it! Report Abuse

Reply »

Tucson, AZ

Click for news, events and info in Elk River

former follower wrote:
<quoted text>to be healed, you have to believe and have faith. that faith extendsw to
giving all you have and believing you will be taken care of. So, you need to give more
of what you have so you can be healed. Yes, a subtle way of saying give me more so
I can live better.
DR Bill is ot 'healed' so he can be an example of even though you may not geet
healing this time, keep believing (and giving) and you will get the healing. Just maybe
after youhave nothing left or when you are put in your grave, then you are healed of
all the sicknesses yyou may have on this earth.

Sure didn't work for Mary. fraud!
Judged:

Elk River Mallard
Elk River, MN

#1604

Judge it! Report Abuse

1

Reply »
PERSONAL FINANCE

Jul 5, 2014

MORTGAGES [ See current mortgage rates ]

It didn't work for Bill, either. He still has to wear glasses.

Amount:
200,000

Judged:

cousin
Tucson, AZ

#1605

Tucson, AZ

#1606

Elk River, MN

1

Judge it! Report Abuse

Reply »

30 Year Fixed Conforming
Search

Aug 10, 2014

1

Judge it! Report Abuse

Reply »

Aug 10, 2014

Forgot to mention stealing your son's wife. Ugh what a sicko you are
Judged:

Elk River Mallard

2

I'm sorry I tuned into the live stream and bill say that he listens to god and his
life is perfect. Did god tell you to steal my aunties money? Kill my cousin? not
pay your taxes? What a bunch of crap you hypocrite!
Judged:

cousin

3

Loan Type:

#1607

1

Judge it! Report Abuse

Reply »

Aug 10, 2014

Cousin: How and when did the sicko kill your cousin? I haven't heard about that.
Judge it! Report Abuse
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Judge it! Report Abuse

cousin

#1608

Reply »

NFL LATEST NEWS

Aug 11, 2014

Tucson, AZ
Elk River Mallard wrote:
Cousin: How and when did the sicko kill your cousin? I haven't heard about that.

Updated 6:35 am PST

After receiving thousands of donations for her treatment, he didn't allow her to
get them. He said god would heal her and when it didn't happen, he accused
her of noy having enough faith. She died a horrible painful death. He didn't even
comfort her on her deathbed. He sat in the corner mulling over his new wife

Judged:

Upwithdown

#1609

3

2

Judge it! Report Abuse

1

Reply »

Sep 10, 2014

Louisa, VA
cousin wrote:
<quoted text>
After receiving thousands of donations for her treatment, he didn't allow her to get
them. He said god would heal her and when it didn't happen, he accused her of noy
having enough faith. She died a horrible painful death. He didn't even comfort her on
her deathbed. He sat in the corner mulling over his new wife

On the church website it says you are affiliated with Mark Hankins ministries.
Since all of this stuff occurred with Bill Matthews, has Mark Hankins come to
your church or addressed this guy?
Judge it! Report Abuse

Stubby

#1610

United States

NBC Sports

6:35AM

Aaron Rodgers is glad the Packers don't leak
like the Bears
NFL

7:04 AM

Randall Cobb should be resigned, Aaron Rodgers says

Reply »

Sep 12, 2014

Bleacher Report

As long as the money is coming in, I don't think they care. I do wonder how
much money can be raised there anymore with the low numbers and stagnant
population of attendees. They also have a large building to maintain.
The church has an "international campmeeting" starting on Sun. and ending on
thurs. 2-a-day services and some guy from Russia is there. Time to jack
everyone up and get some money out of them. I am curious how many people
will be there for a 1030 am weekday service.
Judge it! Report Abuse

Reply »

7:57 AM

NFL Playoffs: What the Green
Bay Packers Need to Do to
Make a Super Bowl Run
Bleacher Report

10:24 AM

Vikings vs. Dolphins: Breaking
Down Miami's Game Plan

Tell me when this thread is updated:
ESPN
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Elk River pastor charged
Jan 14, 2011 Full story: Star News - Home

 1,594

The Rev. William Neal Matthews, the pastor of Solid Rock Church and World Outreach Center,
allegedly transferred money out of his mother-in-law's account while acting as the 94-year-old
woman's power of attorney, according to a criminal complaint filed Jan.
Full Story

 Leave a Comment

 Track Replies
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=koIBkYl0cHk
Judge it! Report Abuse

cousin

#1612

City, State, ZIP

Search

41 Truly Disgusting Vintage Super
Bowl Party Recipes
Reply »

Sep 12, 2014

Tucson, AZ
Upwithdown wrote:
<quoted text>
On the church website it says you are affiliated with Mark Hankins ministries. Since
all of this stuff occurred with Bill Matthews, has Mark Hankins come to your church or
addressed this guy?

I'm not affiliated with any ministries.
Judge it! Report Abuse

Upwithdown

#1613

30 Surprising Celebs Who Graduated
#1 in their Class

Reply »

Sep 12, 2014

Orange, VA
cousin wrote:
<quoted text>
I'm not affiliated with any ministries.

The 42 Shortest Celebrity Marriages
Ever

Solid Rock Church/bill Matthews in a Elk River said it was affiliated with Mark
Hankins MinistriesDoes anyone know in what manner
Judge it! Report Abuse

former follower

#1614

Reply »
28 Super-Hot Bald Celebrities

Sep 14, 2014

Moline, IL
cousin wrote:
<quoted text>
After receiving thousands of donations for her treatment, he didn't allow her to get
them. He said god would heal her and when it didn't happen, he accused her of noy
having enough faith. She died a horrible painful death. He didn't even comfort her on
her deathbed. He sat in the corner mulling over his new wife

Probably was not in the corner mulling over new wife, most likely in other
bedroom feeling over new (soon to be) wife, Having a 'test drive'.
Judged:

Curious
Moline, IL

#1615

1

Judge it! Report Abuse

Reply »

37 Cats Inside Things That Are Much
Too Small

MORE FROM AROUND THE WEB

Sep 28, 2014

Now it has been a couple years, what troubled lady is Dr Bill spending time
'counceling'?
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rebeccacanfield
United States

2/10/15 11:26 PM

#1616

Judge it! Report Abuse

Oct 1, 2014

Reply »

I am very shocked at what all is being said here. I listened to Dr. Dufresne when
he was alive, met him and heard his preaching. I listen to his wife Nancy even
now and his son Grant. Haven't any of you read the story about David and
Saul? It is not a good idea to defame or attack the Lord's anointed and it never
goes well for the person who does. I do not know the details of what you are
talking about, but nothing that you have said has convinced me that Dr.
Dufresne had all of the details and was completely and 100% aware of what
went on in Dr. Matthew's church and that he knowingly went along with it. How
do you know that he had all the facts? How do you know that he wasn't helping
a friend find his way back to God or counseling him to do the right thing, trying
to and imploring him to do what was right? What makes you so sure that Dr.
Dufresne was knowingly a part of this whole thing? As a pastor, Dr. Dufresne is
of course going to counsel anyone who needs Christian advice, and unless you
were in the room, you have no idea what was said or why. The bible says,
"Judge not, less ye be judged." I am not saying you are right. I am not saying
you aren't. I am saying that I happen to know that Dr. Dufresne is the Lord's
anointed and it is never a good idea to speak out against the Lord's anointed.
Judging Dr. Dufresne is God's job, not ours. From what I knew of the man, he
was a wonderful man of God. I refuse to believe anything else. You, of course
can do what you'd like, but remember, you will answer for it as well, and unless
you can be 100% sure, I wouldn't continue to say what you are saying. Plus,
your words, even if they were true, serve only to discourage the body of Christ
from living right, getting their lives right with God and listening to their own
pastors. Be careful that in your attempt to expose others that you are not
hurting innocent people and harming yourself. I would repent before it's too late,
and let God expose whom he wishes.
Judged:

6

5

2

Judge it! Report Abuse

Reply »
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Nate
Chicago, IL

#1617

Elk River
Minnesota

Oct 1, 2014

Hahahaha... Yah, maybe you are right. Evil should not be brought into the lite
so everyone can see what's happening. Pastors should be allowed to sin
against their own sheep, without being held accountable. Not all, but most
churches have become so corrupt.. The comments posted here, for the most
part, are first hand.

PERSONAL FINANCE
6 MONTH CD

Judged:

Elk River Mallard

#1618

3

2

1

Judge it! Report Abuse

Reply »

Oct 1, 2014
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Discover
rebeccacanfield wrote:
I am very shocked at what all is being said here. I listened to Dr. Dufresne when he
was alive, met him and heard his preaching. I listen to his wife Nancy even now and
his son Grant. Haven't any of you read the story about David and Saul? It is not a
good idea to defame or attack the Lord's anointed and it never goes well for the
person who does. I do not know the details of what you are talking about, but nothing
that you have said has convinced me that Dr. Dufresne had all of the details and was
completely and 100% aware of what went on in Dr. Matthew's church and that he
knowingly went along with it. How do you know that he had all the facts? How do you
know that he wasn't helping a friend find his way back to God or counseling him to do
the right thing, trying to and imploring him to do what was right? What makes you so
sure that Dr. Dufresne was knowingly a part of this whole thing? As a pastor, Dr.
Dufresne is of course going to counsel anyone who needs Christian advice, and
unless you were in the room, you have no idea what was said or why. The bible
says, "Judge not, less ye be judged." I am not saying you are right. I am not saying
you aren't. I am saying that I happen to know that Dr. Dufresne is the Lord's anointed
and it is never a good idea to speak out against the Lord's anointed. Judging Dr.
Dufresne is God's job, not ours. From what I knew of the man, he was a wonderful
man of God. I refuse to believe anything else. You, of course can do what you'd like,
but remember, you will answer for it as well, and unless you can be 100% sure, I
wouldn't continue to say what you are saying. Plus, your words, even if they were
true, serve only to discourage the body of Christ from living right, getting their lives
right with God and listening to their own pastors. Be careful that in your attempt to
expose others that you are not hurting innocent people and harming yourself. I would
repent before it's too late, and let God expose whom he wishes.

Min. to Earn APY: $2500 | Promo APY: 0.65%
Last Updated: 02/10/2015
Data Provided by Informa Research Services

MORTGAGES [ See current mortgage rates ]
Amount:
200,000

Loan Type:
30 Year Fixed Conforming
Search

We cannot compare Matthews and Dufresne to David and Saul. Matthews and
Dufresne have no special anointing. The New Testament tells us that all bornagain believers have an anointing in 1 John 2:18-27. There is no special class
with a special anointing. If Matthews and Dufresne were even born-again, they
should have known better than to break up Bill’s son’s home and steal his wife.
Their actions were and are reprehensible. Their lives and actions do no show
evidence of being born-again. Ephesians 5:11 tells us: "Do not participate in the
http://www.topix.com/forum/city/elk-river-mn/T4J44NU9EV8I605UV/p80
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unfruitful deeds of darkness, but instead even expose them;" They are both
guilty of sinful behavior. We aren't doing them or anyone else any good by
brushing it under the rug. Unfortunately, there are too many people who will
follow false teachers, no matter what they do.
Judged:

Christy Paducah

#1619

4

3

3

Judge it! Report Abuse

Reply »

GoDaddy Forced to Pull
Super Bowl Ad After
Public Outcry

Oct 1, 2014

Princeton, KY
Andrew wrote:
Unbelievable, lol you keep believing what they tell you. I would bet you have never
once tried to talk to me after I left SRC, and if you think he didn't sin or she didn't you
should read your own bible. Here will be the kicker, I am guessing they lie and twist
what happened in the case that I filed to get my rightful parenting time and say they
really had favor or something, I'm done with all this bashing and hearsay that you so
called Christians from src are doing. I have all I care about and that is time with my
daughter and I am going oversees to defend my great nation. The truth will prevail.

God Bless you, you are in my prayers. I'm attending World Harvest in Paducah
and looking for information on the ministry leaders they support and are under.
Judged:

son of God

#1620

2

Judge it! Report Abuse

1

5 Mistakes Men Make
That Can Damage A
Marriage

NFL LATEST NEWS
Updated 1:08 pm PST

Reply »

Oct 20, 2014

United States
Saint wrote:
<quoted text>
Most of the time they don't give it to him and he preaches more in the mission field
than the USA where they don't have anything to give.

Dr.Jimmy is a Godly man and I agree. He doesn't preach for the money he does
it for God. People have made mistakes in their life's but this man is truly in his
calling and he blesses me. And about the son; that's between them anand God
I'm sure the son is living and growing in his calling. And it always hurts to lose
someone but God restores all in his time. GOD BLESS. Gossip doesn't salve
anything. It only builds a bigger wall for God to break down and build
restoration.
Judged:

Roger

#1621

3

3

1

Judge it! Report Abuse

Reply »

Yahoo! Sports

1:08PM

Favre returning to Green Bay for jersey
retirement
Bleacher Report

8:28 PM

ILBs Packers Must Consider in
2015 NFL Draft

Oct 22, 2014

Kuttawa, KY
Christy Paducah wrote:
<quoted text> God Bless you, you are in my prayers. I'm attending World Harvest in
Paducah and looking for information on the ministry leaders they support and are
under.

Bleacher Report

2:58 AM

5 Prospects Vikings Must Avoid
in Early Rounds of Draft

STOP BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE!

Judged:

Time To Tell It All

#1622

2

1

Judge it! Report Abuse

Reply »

Dec 17, 2014

Minneapolis, MN
rebeccacanfield wrote:
I am very shocked at what all is being said here. I listened to Dr. Dufresne when he
was alive, met him and heard his preaching. I listen to his wife Nancy even now and
his son Grant. Haven't any of you read the story about David and Saul? It is not a
good idea to defame or attack the Lord's anointed and it never goes well for the
person who does. I do not know the details of what you are talking about, but nothing
that you have said has convinced me that Dr. Dufresne had all of the details and was
completely and 100% aware of what went on in Dr. Matthew's church and that he
knowingly went along with it. How do you know that he had all the facts? How do you
know that he wasn't helping a friend find his way back to God or counseling him to do
the right thing, trying to and imploring him to do what was right? What makes you so
sure that Dr. Dufresne was knowingly a part of this whole thing? As a pastor, Dr.
Dufresne is of course going to counsel anyone who needs Christian advice, and
unless you were in the room, you have no idea what was said or why. The bible
says, "Judge not, less ye be judged." I am not saying you are right. I am not saying
you aren't. I am saying that I happen to know that Dr. Dufresne is the Lord's anointed
and it is never a good idea to speak out against the Lord's anointed. Judging Dr.
Dufresne is God's job, not ours. From what I knew of the man, he was a wonderful
man of God. I refuse to believe anything else. You, of course can do what you'd like,
but remember, you will answer for it as well, and unless you can be 100% sure, I
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wouldn't continue to say what you are saying. Plus, your words, even if they were
true, serve only to discourage the body of Christ from living right, getting their lives
right with God and listening to their own pastors. Be careful that in your attempt to
expose others that you are not hurting innocent people and harming yourself. I would
repent before it's too late, and let God expose whom he wishes.

 Elk

Wow! You are totally programmed. So, in your mind, TRUTH does NOT matter
to God? It is your mentality that allows Priests to abuse children and people like
Ed Dufresne and Bill Matthews to abuse entire families. The Truth "shall set you
free", but you'll have to get right with God first to see it. You are totally
"programmed" by charismatic megalomaniacs. And your "worship" of Dufresne
is proof of that reality. Go over to http://www.james417.org and do some
research. I have first hand knowledge that not only did Dufresne know full well
what was going on at Solid Rock Church, but that he fully supported whatever
Matthews wanted to do. The dialogue that you espouse is the typical cult
leader's teaching to sheeple to get them to keep their mouths shut about the
sins they've uncovered. It it a biblical fact that God calls us to expose such evil
PUBLICLY. This is certainly a good forum to do so. Sorry to disappoint you on
your hero Dufresne. He was just like Matthews and evil in his dealings with the
NEWS
FORUMS

Riversheep
that God called him(? very doubtful) to pastor. He was, instead, simply in
the god business. He certainly wasn't doing God's business.
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I just read a story on Facebook that reminded me of Solid Rock:
Here's a true story. A new person came to the service one week so I made sure
I said hi to her after. She was struggling with a lot of things so when I asked
how she was doing she began to tear up. I asked if she wanted to talk. She
meant to go to the charismatic church down the street. She just relapsed and
her friend told her there was a man there who could bind the spirit of addiction.
She told me she had already given another church a tithe to help her out and
she was now looking for this man to give her this "anointing".
She confessed her sins, which really helped. The shame she carried with her
secrets was destroying her inside and it helped to look another person in the
eye and come out of the secrecy of her shame. I then told her about
forgiveness and repentance and that just because she has trouble staying
sober for long doesn't mean she doesn't really believe. As well as the falsehood
of special anointings and tithing to have sins removed.
The real problem wasn't the tithe, or the special anointing to "bind" her
addiction, that was bad enough. The real problem was she was lead to believe
that there is special anointing that totally removes the desire to sin and that if
she was really saved she shouldn't desire alcohol anymore and that she should
have complete "victory" over it. She believed that her relapse was proof that
she probably wasn't "really" a Christian. This is the epitome of False Teaching.
She was already beat down by the Law and needed to hear the gospel. She
knew she had sinned; she needed to hear about what to do with it.
Judge it! Report Abuse

ER Mallard
Green Isle, MN

#1624
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Wednesday Jan 28

WHICH WORKS SAVE?
The list of works necessary for salvation varies from cult to cult. A cult member
will often feel that their eternal life is based on all or some of the following:
Donating money or tithes
Participation in secret rituals
Abstaining from certain foods or beverages
Spending hours each month fund-raising
(through literature distribution, or
the selling of trinkets or flowers)
Recruitment of new members
Observing certain holy days
Not observing certain holy days or holidays
Obeying the Ten Commandments and/or other laws
Baptism by the organization
Maintaining membership in the group
Abstaining from medical treatments
Purchasing the programs or literature needed for enlightenment
Loyalty and obedience to superiors
Limiting contact with former members or others outside the group
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Although some of the items on this list are worthy goals that Christians should
be involved in, none of these help gain eternal life. Salvation is a free gift (Titus
3:5). If someone is trusting any of these good deeds to help them earn
salvation, they are not fully trusting Jesus as their Savior.
Judge it! Report Abuse
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